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* WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
•
a
AS81.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE. CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY, FRIDAY, MARCH 2,-1S8S. VOLUME XVIII. NO 36.
WITH HEARTS OVERFLOWING
With Gratitude for the Past Six Months' Patronage,
BASSETT •
Extend a hearty invitation to ever man, woman
and chil4 in Christian 811(1 adjoining counties
to come and celebrate their
CONDENSED NEWS.
Mre. Langtry is quite Ill and cannot
Nil tier engairenients.
The Natiotial Opera Company die-
Weeded at Washington Saturday night.
i:•iffelo, N. Y., had another deetrrne
Ike tire Monday night. Loss, 8370,000
The Ragsdale House,ea
, was burned Tuesday. Lome $70,-
000.
The preeitlentlal party were greeted
by 100,000 citizens in Jack.onville,
Wedneetlay.
At Blow hug Seringe, 04., M re. John
Wilimite tell hap a grate Kull as
hurtled to death.
'Iwo Moir((((( eiders were seared Out
of Mediae!' county, 'Fenn., this week by
threats of tar anti feathers.
Drawl Spring Opening of 188 dent at Chattanooga UnivereityBen *will, who killed a fellow etti-
--7C9E3EM 13.431.1E9U
SATURDAY, MARCH 3RD,
and we promise you by our reputation'\(whieh
we are proud of) that it will be both interesting
and profitable.
Remember the date, and come and spend the
day with us,
BASSETT & CO.,
Wreckers of High Prices.
One Thousand Presents Given Away on Our Opening Day.
They Must Go!
This is our great Semi-annual
Sale---a closing sale of Winter Goods
of all descriptions. The holidays
over we settle down to regular
business, commencing 1888 with
better values than ever. We must
make room for our immense Spying
stock
Do you want the best $1.50 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's
Do you want the b e t $200 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
Do you want the b ,st $3.00 Over-






the nes $5.00 Over-
at Pye & Walton's.
$2.00 Trousers at
Pye & Walton's
$5.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
$6.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's
Our constantly increasingtrad e is
easiAy eccounted fcr by the fact that
we sell thoroughly reliable goods at
reasonable prices We are always
glad to show our goods and it will
pay you to investigate us before you
buy. Call and see us
PYE&WALTON
Hopkinsville, Ky.
2 Doors From Bank of Hopkinsville.
C32- AL. TIC/ EXALT,
eTIBIVV-303La303EL,
CLARKSVILLE. TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
61='£CI.Es
4* Still in the Ring-.
C. W. DUCKER,
Critt litufactur
con 8th and Virginia Sts.
Same Old Stand.
RoptiDgaSpocial
Farmers Being In Your Work and
Rave it Ready for
SPriNS so.
Ni NO tu )s DiTidel.
Prices Lopw. Than Eyer.
- - -
I have secured the service. of H. F,
McCemy. of the late firm of McCarny,
Bonte & Co., in the Blacksmithing De-
penmen* .
POR SALE SY
Chas. McKee & Co.
A gots Wanted




%anise' i., 1,.•i isomers'
idwenee I ie ear, and
Celebra I • I AiitI,Ver
all. I artnpra 5fl ii
their *ors h 1.1x oilier..
time cam or use It I. het-
L. r oda notage tl ao in this
agemc:u. les ru, "otters
o h., es ablieh he fact of_ mtdonfamt orep.mslhility
tiv letters re.ru their
P
. . Veil:kerne Dry iIii•sis Mer.
chilli' • I'an porcb:ise 1,,ts .,I 25 or 50 machines atrem ium is ,i 90.1.e,,,s,„,,,,,,,..,,h,n.,,,,.,..„1„,,ricot • lifi:eirgern11,...,1,rt nootteina.te0i0e/I. 1 rhIpsample washer, on trial, t,n lieeta,
terms. O rite for particular.)
J WORTH M'f r, St. Lou.., Ea
Mention this paper.FOR NEW ERA
Drawing Sold Illtulty
TO TAKE PLACE ; HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Satnriq, 00. id, 288
one tine ton-horse spring Wagon,
meauesererei and guaranteed first-
clam by C. W. Darker, illopkineviPe.
, value 00
ewingOne "White" *s liftehine. finest$1°0
Tn. r, four drawer.. all attachm •flta.
sold aril Warranted by Is K. West. Hop.
lie.. lle. Ky , value 5) 00
An elegant net of furniture. bedatead,
bureau and waeb•stanil. ••lue iO 00
A handsome atein-winding gold watch,
for Jul), value OV
• Gale Spring-Tooth Sulkv Harrovr
•nut I ultiviat r." the he, t I .oltibtucol I to -
4.;pleraent u.e. value 00
A fine breech-loader aliot-oun. value 15 Si)
t first-elasa, 'dander.' ether with,
atria- wind o, for geutl.qan. slue M 00
A good family cooking stOve, with lull
set of vessels, I oal or wood, value  ES 04I
fine 1 ove I Wa•hing Machine, with
bench mole ringer, •a us  13 SO
One Missouri 'Hewn Washim Machine 
vafue. • • • . .  10 IIII








eubecriber to the Wicket:1- New F:RA
year, at 41.0f1„ get. one ticket. Sub.
to the lag WeEIVV. at 45.01 a year,
tickets, or for sit months. 41.00. one
A U raper.; Stf•ppri4 141,a Sulmeripti"a
r., a 1 on or whir....





The fall Term will opea on MONDAY, A U-
GICST V, '87. An experienced faculty, thor-
ough,,instruction and terms as heretofore. For






38th Year Spring Term Be
Tuesdays January, 24, 888.
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.




4. tonaltley -Commercial Law, Commer-
cial Arithmetic, and Hook keeping.
5. Noma 41. CU( RAK--,liea0(01.0. especially.
ice the instruction of those w Ito ex peel. to teach)
-Theory and reactive of Teaching, Normal
Matm.1., Graded Sch•mla, 1w kW Goverument.
....limit A museirieste. Teacher's Institutes, etc.
0. 1' Oar 4501•111)A•RY 1RAIN NO-
Iteadio;„ Spelling, Writing, Geography, Arith•
metic, etc.
7. Music and Aar.
R. TWO LITERAitt SOclitTIES-Ita•ay Read-
ing, Declamation, Ifat,t(alli.oli Anil Debating.
A. Daily Heading and %vetting exetc!iies for
papcsin An Departments.
Is WORK the College ehal'engeo comparwm
with any /other first-clam college or whool
Monthly Reports sent to parentsano guardians
Both sexes admitted to the Study Hall and
Recitation Room.. Young ladies hoard with
the Presideet in college huddler. Young gen-
tlemen In private families. Pnpils entering
IlehOni on the 1st of January, tress, arod remain -
mg until the door of the re.sion in June. will
receive one month's tuition free. T retail MOO.
for further particular., catalogues,
E▪ tc. 'Odra' JANSEN E. ecassuK1
rreeide•s.
Prof. M. I. 1...liescomes. V. P.,
A. J. maisirsEY Com'd•t Cadet..
AGEN
We heat the wnrlit for low
pros-s A handooma and
r.•ndt* Rotund Pli•to-
scu t+ Allston, 4't a it
inches, gilt all... anti edge., rove. “1 Cab-
let •nil Card Meters,' sent for gorents, n•tsil price
Ii n A moo Plash rwesereapo mimes. -•
xlie Embossed ea•luled sides. rold edges. exterisits
dams*, h.ilell tag M ease. of Cabinet and Card putt...
sent for el .01, retail. for S:1.76. Illuatratvd • !rent./
of the ahoye and
hwelasall. 0E1w.
& ladslaatla.
C BUVisas Sri tea or
glen pti• qle istuoo efolgr)...////0
'11ITIfj Ai • logy
on titer ism MO
3.1301111111
11911111IF4 m
surrendered to the authorities.
The trial of the Banks-Littleton case
at Nestiaille has been poetponed until
the May term of the criminal court.
he Isle de Sistine euiik at New Or-
leans Saturday, carrying down with her
the- Vallette dock. Isms, 9909#011.- --
Edmund Dat.lele, sixty-eight years of
age, id Iii jail at Wooster, 0., ,tharged
with murdering his wife, aged seventy-
eight.
Aaron H. King, a brake-mail on the
L. & N. road, was killed while coupling
freight cars near the routid-litium, in
East Nashville.
The Republicans of Indiana will
presewt the name of Senator Harrison as
that of their presidential candidate to
the convention.
Wash Middleton, the feng'tise bald-
knobber, killeat three men near Wait,
Mo. S tuatiay. They attempted to arreet
him for niurder.
At l'aria, Ky , on Thursday the resi-
dence of of 'I hos. flows burned with all
its contents. Ills little child was *Igo
bullied to death.
'the State Dena and Dumb say tutu at
Fulton, Mo , was destroyed by fire
'fueeday. The inetitietion cost $500.000;
ineurance on by $45,000
By the collapse of a building in Pes-
thigo, Wis., from the heavy weight of
snow on the roof, tour men w ho were
engaged on it were killed.
An in yeetigaron of the accounts of
the Marion eounity, 0 , treasure shows a
shoreote of $10,000. The clime is
charged to the chief clerk.
The Union "'quire Theatre, New
York, with all its contents, burned
Tuesday afternoon. Several firemen
were injured. Lose, $2.)0,000.
The store of Wm. Bauer at Evansville
Ind., was damaged to the extent of $3,-
500 by tire, which it is Calmed Bauer
started himself to obtain the insurance.
Commodore Samuel Barrow, of the
late Confederate states navy, died at his
residence he Essex county, Va., Sunday
morning in the eightieth year of his age.
Near St. Louis, Mo., • car filled with
mules caught fire while running, arid
before it could be extiuguisheel twenty-
three of the Iltiltliale had burned to death.
The Tilley Hotel at Shreveport, La.,
bruiled Monday night. R. I. . Craig, a
Chiciunati drummer, perished in the
assume. Lou on beilltling and I urniture,
$50,000.
Francis Herbert was give') • life sen-
tence in Detroit, Mich., Saturday for
seducing the thirteen year-old daughter
of a prominent carriage mainufacturer of
that city.
James Copley, Clevelesid, 0 , who
had the reputation of smoking more
cigarettes than any other two men In
the city, died at the hospital Monday
from the effects.
Near Colton, Neb., Sunday, a passen-
ger train ran into a freight. A car of
benzine caunid tire and the wreck was
burned. One man was killed and
several injured.
A gang of swindler, went through
Johnston, near Newark, 0 , and swin-
dled the natives out of about $10,000 by
selling fraudulent patent rights for all
sorts of impossible e narivauces.
Maggie Gugan, fifteen years of age,
was assaulted and murdered and her
body concealed in a comet in Green
Bruer., boot heel tactory. Z.-pli Davis,
a oegro, is suppoeed to be the murderer.
A sixteen year-old girl named Mary
Hazelwood, who elleappeereal from her
home in Nashville several doe ago, was
found in a house of ill fame in Clarks-
ville saturday. She warn etf good
family.
Advice' from Brownsville, x , owe
that Deputy Sheriff Coy was attacked
at El. Cuers mulch by rive bandits. Ile
killed four of thew rand tawny
the other, and his glue wssn't in good
working order, either.
While a farumr siul hie wile, living
near :at. Cloud, Mion., were at cluirele
Sunday, their bourse caught on fire arid
was burned to the ground. 'Three
child. mum bad been locked up in the how*
anti were burned to death.
Two brothers maned Montague livitig
near Memphis, Tenn., got into a quarrel
over a trivet matter Saturday, and In the
tight Lewis, the }winger was killed.
Two bullets from a revolve r in the hands
of James were sett through his head.
At Little Rock, Ark„ 'Iolbert Rollins,
a prominent citizen, committed suicide
Monday. Ile poured a hot of powder in
his mouth and touched a match to it.
'nee explosion tore away • portion of
the face, ii flicting a wound from which
he died.
John and Wm. Rogers, sons of John
Rutgers, of Montgomery county, Teun ,
were ii row i,r.l iii Sulpher Fork, near
Port Royal, Saturel•y. They were
tilintlieg calves In a catiebrake Sill go-
ing to 'mar the husk of the creek it caved
In with them.
Dan Gallsglien, a marble polisher of
St. Louis, killed his wife Tuesday night
and thee cut his owe) throat. There is
a possibility of his recovery. She had
left him some moriths betoee to lead a
life of shame. Ills record is reported
as being *gutsily as bad as his wife'd
The ferry steamer Julia, plying be-
tweet, Vellujo.lienction and South Val-
lejo, Cal., was blown up and burned to
to the water's edge Tuesday moreing.
Over seventy persons were on board at
the time anti it Is believed that near
forty were killed and the remainder
wounded.
The Henderson steel works, an ex-
perimental plant recently established at
BIrmingtiam, Ala., made steel Monday
afternoon for the first time out of
Birmingham pig iron', from Birming
harn. It is now demonstrated beyond a
, doubt that steel can be made from North
Alabama ore.
Wm. Aliffiron, a teamster of St. Letitia,
was killed in a peculiar manner 'rum-
day. An axle of his wagon commenced
to give way and lie diemoonted to t a-
sinine it. While lie was under the ve-
hicle the axle broke, letting the loaded
wagon fall on him. When taken from
under it he was dead.
A St. Louis man is having • floating
theatre built to be used on the Ohio and
Mississippi rivers during the summer
months when all the theatres are domed.
He intends giving performances at the
ports of the various cities and expecte
to make a pile of meney. The seating
will be about WO.
na, Mich , the head, arms, halide and
other portions of a human body were
exposed to view. A great @etiolation
was created After a close investiga-
tion I: was found that tke valise was
the property of a young medical stu-
dent. He wu allowed to depart.
One of the most horrible accident.'
owured Tueedey night. A half-witted
daughter, Li years of of age, of A. M.
Green, a prominent attorney of Gaines-
ville, Tex., was playing with piece of
burning paper alone in the sitting-room
when her clothes took fire and burned
her in a horrible manner. The flesh
dropped from the palms of the hands,By the bursting of.a valise at Wino-
the nail, from the fingers, the skin fell
Edward J. Randall, a telegraph oper-
ater, has filed suit aiming the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific Railway Compa-
ny. He claims that after be was dis-
charged in 1886 the company placed his
name on the black list, which has pre-
vented his obtainiug employment on
any other railroad in the coutitry.
A %Jackman in the money order build
hug of the pootollice deparunent, named
Jim. B. Lt rich, was dismissed from err
vice Thureday. Ile weeirlionie. got hi*
pa perm and howed that he served with
distinction all through the war as a
union man. lie was re:guested le hie
Pflettlon in less thati ail hewer from Ms
discharge.
The Burlington Road managed to
keep a few passenger trains running
Tuesday, but not a pound of freight was
handled. All the Brotherhood engin-
eers and (treenail struck, awl PO far but
few mete have bee', engegrii. A num-
ber of Kilighta of Labor, it is said, have
secured positions. The strikers seem
confident of success'.
At Chicago, Theiredey, Ethan Halton
shot and fatally it jeered liii brother
Charlie. Since the murder of Snell the
boys had kept a pistol under their pillow
and this Ethan pleked up and playfully
pointed at hie brother, saying, "You're
a dead man." l'he we•pori happened
to be at full cock and was discharge(
with the above result.
At Chattanooga, Thursday, while a
game of bail was in progress between
ettelente of the Chattanooga University,
J. C. Johnson took exception to the red-
log of Umpire Beni Magill. Magill
picked up a bet and struck J0111111011 on
the head, killing bin', and then tied into
Georgia Up to last accounts lie had
not been captured. The murderer was
only nineteen years old.
An oil feud existing between Newton
Brown and Thomas Stewart, of the
Fourteenth District, Montgomery county
Tenon., resulted Saturday in a serious
difficulty, in which Stewrrt stabbed
Brown three times. A creek on the
dividing line between the two farms
overflowing frequeutly, carry keg off
the fencing, allowing the stock of one
neighbor to trespass on the other led
to the unpleasantness. Brown is re-
ported to be in a very critical condition.
Stewart is under bond for his appear-
ance.
Westley Willie, a Chattanooga boy,
was shot and is thought to be fatally
wounded by three policemen of that city.
Ile was returning home late at night
from a dant* anti just as lee was enter-
ing his house was jumped 011 and pro-
voked to fight by another young man.
Willis struck the young fellow several
times in the face and he yelled for the
police. Oil their arrival Willis ran off
and was followed by them. Several
shot' were tired, two of which took ef-
fect. Citizens are Indignant as the
shooting was entirely une:alled for.
Dr. Hunter, of Holly, Mich., has dis-
covered and jested a hydrophobia cure.
He inoculated eight rabbits and after
one week he commenced to administer
his antidote to four of those inoculated,
and they have shown no signs of the fa-
tal malady. The other four were left
undisturbed, end shout the same time
Monday each of the four rabbits had a
fit, immediately after which Dr. Hunter
gave two a hypodermic 'ejection of hie
antidote. The rabbits have shown no
further sigma of the disease. The two
left untotie.1 ed died, after having three
tits.
Chas. Win gard, aged twenty-four,
and his ?trice. aged sixteen, who were
arrested at Alliance, 0., Tuesday for
eloping from Monroe, Mich., conimitted
suicide Thursday rather than be taken
back to their homes. They had passed
off as mall 111111 wife, anti when arrested
stud asked If they would return with-
out a requisition, begged a few minutes
of privacy le %filch to decide. When
the sheriff returned for their anower, he
found them deed, a bullet hole in each
one's head. A note was left stating that
they had rather die than go back home.
They were higtly connected.
Monday as Constable W. R. Kelly nod
his deputy, Jacob Helbert, with a posse
of fifteeit, armed with a writ ot habeas
corpea, had brokee iui Elm door of John
Clieorown's house, near Mulnicativille, O.,
to get poommion of (liesrown's aged
and imbecile fattier, they were met by
Elias Chesrown, a ho shot Kelly and
lielbert with • double-barreled shotgun,
killing both. Tim posse fled, panic-
stricken, and began arousing the neigh-
borliomi. Ensue fearing lynching,
lumped on a how and rode to Ashland,
ten miles distance, where he sur-
reridered himself at the jail. The mob
(lid nothing.
The tornatlo which peeled over Van-
derburg,' and adjoining counties in In-
diana late Friday afternoon did great
damage in the conintry. Advices re-
ceived from townships in tide Vander-
burgle) and Gibson counties are to the
effect that dwellings, barns, stables,
fences and orchards have greatly suffered.
Farmers implements have beendestroyed
mid there has been much 101.11 of live
stock. One church :n Armstrong Town-
ship, Vmelerburgh county, is almost
destroyed. Tree* were uprooted and
general lie/arm:don prevailed. No par-
ticular Jaiii•ge was done in any of the
neigh in Jr1111( t011.101.
In Jackson township, near Raleigh,
N. C., Thursday bight Noel Eatman be-
(lune involved in a quarrel with the
wife of his cousin, Noah. Mr.. Eat-
eitan's father, heeling the trouble, en-
tered the 'floury, and seeing Noel, who
hall a warrant from the sheriff for his
arrest, tired at him, breaking his
thigh bone. The tiring then became
prerelecuoue tell or twelve *hots being
exchanged. Eatuoin fell and drawing
a revolver, emptied it at Bottoms, who
was struck twice. Noah Eatnuan, his
wife and children and a I other
persons were In the room at the time.
One of the eliihiren was shot and fatally
wou tided.
At eVilkesbarre, lives MIPS Hat-
tie Fenner. She is one of the belles of
the city and heiress to $60,000. She has
had many proposals of marriage, and
accepted one, Robert Ilolson. 'lite day
was appointed and the couple marched
Into the church to be married. Just as
the ceremony was about to be pertornied
Hobson fell lin a faint. Great excite-
ment was created. An examination by
• physician diachmed the fact that Hob
Pon had been drugged. Two of his
fr lentils, who were rivals for Mimi Fen-
ner's hand, are accused of the deed.
So much talk has been create(' that the
the marriage will probably never take
place.
from the face, and the breast and arms
were burned to a crisp, the hail burned
off the head. The flames entering the
mouth parched the throat, leaving the
victim one of the most sickening-looking.
euffering cut jecte ever beheld. Strange
Ito say she is still alive, but cannot sur-
, vive many hours. The mother in her
fratatic efforts to put out the flames was
seriously burned about the hands and
arms.
Monday night about 9:30 o'clock, as
the steamer De Soto was rounding the
point above Evansville, Ind., Ed Kem-
per, a "rouster," walked deliberately up
to the captain of the watch, John
Thomas, and without a word of warning
struck him on the head with a buggy
spoke, fracturing his skull. The un-
fortiniate man fell and died before the
landing at this puha was made. Kem-
per was not setz.el by any of Um crew
teed w ken tlie_bnotiantied here he got off
He was arrested at 9 o'clock Tumegi
morning on the Paris C. Brown, on
which boat lie was about to skid. Kem-
per claims that. the Captain had treated
him in • brutal manner, and confeems
that lie hail awaited the opportunity of
revenge. Ile vu ill be held to answer the
charge of wilhtil 111111-der. The murderer's
home is Newcastle, inti.
At Blythewood, S C., there is great
excitement on account of a local rued
between the fernlike of Hogan and Hoff-
man, both the most prominent people in
the town. The origin of the trouble was
the eedut.tion of Mies Hattie Hogan, an
18-year old girl, by l'honias Hoffman,
Mis Hogan'a father discovered the in-
trigue, and at the point of • pistol ramie
Hoffinsti promise to marry the girl.
But the day of the wedding the pro-
ported groom disappeared, and shortly
Mies Horan became a mother. Hogs:
searched for hie daughter's betrayer for
two weeks and then returned be Blythe-
wood to hold the other Hoffman broth-
ers responsible, one of the brothers be-
ing mayor of the town. Thursday Ho-
gan held • pistol at Chancy Hoffman'.
head while he horsewhipped him. Ile
then proceeded five miles to a mill
where another brother, Jack Hoffman,
was found, and while a friend of Hogs!)
covered Hoffman with a Winchester
rifle the enraged father wore out a
whip on hien. By this time the Hoff
man family was fully aroused and two
of the brothers, including the mayor,
went gunning for Hogan and surround
ed his house. 'The citizen's telegraphed
to Winnsboro for aid and a sheriff and
poem was sent at once to Blythewooti.
In the meantime the judge at Winne-
boro telegraphed to Mayor Hoffman,
not knowing he was engaged in the riot,
to preserve peace at all hazards. Ulm
sheriff's posse arrived in time to arrest
the mayor and take hien to jail before
there was bloodshed.
Don't let the doctors mount up a big
bill against you, but try La-cu-pi-a and
find health.
Bronchitis yields to the magic of Pe-
ru-na. So says Mrs. C. C. Pock, 714
Jackson St., Milwaukee, WI..
Mall-II-1in is not only • great curative
agent, but a great preventive. Keep a
bottle by you.
Annie Baker, oh 1st Ave., Milwaukee,




BLUE). SPRING, Feb. 27.-The farmers
of this vicinity are about through sowing
tobacco seed. Some of them are now
sowing oate. They are making prepa-
rations for a large crop of tobacco, talk-
ing about five or six acres to the hand,
and other farm products in proportion.
I tell some of them if they will put in
only three acme i to the hand, and then
do all that is necessary to b3 (Ione to
make • tine article of tobacco, I believe
they will realize more clear profit than
they can on six done up hi the common,
ordinary, careless way, as some do, and
think more about quantity than quality.
Messrs James and George Roes, with
their faunlike, returned home lastTeurs-
day from their father's (unreel near
Fairview.
Mr. Gus Robinson amid wit., have just
returned home front a very pleariaint %fe-
lt to Mrs. Jordah'e
Will %Littoir hap deelined taking an
interest in the Wiley Robinson farm
He has turned over his chain) to James
Croly, who will at once proceed to busi-
nese.
Mice Fannie Charity. et Todd county.
who is yielding her sister, Mrs. Waehain,
was the guest of the Misses Annie and
Alice loom, Suliday.
Miss Rennet' Rom was Yielding her
couelii, Miss Blanche Hampton, last
Sunday.
Mr. John du-liking, of the Caeky imeigh-
hot hood, was the guest of Mr. Hamp-
ton.
The youing folks of thie vicinity had
a gram' ball at the residence of Mr.
Shanklin Saturday night. I will riot
attempt to relate any of the p internist.'
about it as I believe Tabby is better
posted than I am.
Mr. Seempeon Johnson and wife were
the guests of Mr. John McKinney last
Saturday and Sunday.
A contention between Messrs. Henry
W. and Robt. M. and their sweetheart
crested quite a sensation In the vicinity
of Johnsion's Mill early last week. On
Sunday the youug lady agreed to be
married to Ileinry W. On Monday she
agreed to be married to Robt. M. and on
Tuesday he went to your city for his
papers. Ow the utile day Henry went
back and remained there until near
night, when ahe promised to wait two
weeks for him. Soon after lila depart-
ure Roht. M. arrived With his papers
and they were married._
A lady willhes to ittiow the latest style
of dream and bonnet and a new way to
arrange the hair. Will some corres-
pondent give the desired information.
HASS (*Y.
[The letter you desire publiehed IP
too old; beelike, it went to the vu mite
baeket, as there Was it, 1131111* 'signed
'rite young lady who desires to learn a
hew way to arrsege her hair t.aii mid it




The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Soviet Teeter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, orris, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Piles, or no
pay required. It Is guaranteed to give
pertect satisfaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
•
Paris months ago to obtain the
latest lea for &wising women's hair,
has just returnee' to this Mil) try, and
upper tendom is all astir because he has
decided that tile present style must be
changed. It him teen fashioniable for
more than three years to (trees the hair
on top of the head. 'f Ilia style has not
been a favorite way of hair dressing,
because k Ilse been very difficult to
dread it in a way becoming to every
face, because it is fashionable every one
has had to wear their title way. The
style. of hair dressing are original in
Paris. There every wouian goes to the
barber to have her hair dreesed. The
fashionable society woman, of course,
goes, but the gimp girls red maids have
time allowed them to go and have their
hair arranged. It coots very little-lees
than five cente each time. 'flue result
is that very few French women know
ITEMS OF INTEREST.
•
Newsy Clipplap From a Few of Our
Each/igen.
PLENTY OF GRIT.
Hopkinaville had another tire last
week. The Lewis hotel was burned
with a loom of about $8,000 and no in-
surance. That eity seems to he an ill-
fated one, but from her ashes always
sprinig up fine buildings.-Madisonville
Times.
ELIML:TRIC LIGHTING
Mr. W. S. 'feeble, representing the
celebrated Gaynor Electric Light Co., is
In the city with a view of making ar-
rangements with the city for furnishing
a plant to light our streets. His sys-
tem is a good one, and the Journal will,
at an early date enlighten our people on
the subject. We are assured, however,
that the cost of a number one plant will
be much smaller than is popularly sup-
posed -Henderson Journal.
C•LIIIORNIA TOWN LOTS,
A Chicago man who lately became
possessed of two lots in the celebrated
town of Shelbyville, Fresno County,
Cal., wrote to the clerk of that county
a few weeks ago for some information
regarding the lend. That obliging offi-
cial has just responded. lie says the
title Ts-Whet, the taxa arapald for'
the current year, and the next taxes will
be due in December, 1e88, and will
probably be about 6 cents. "I would
not pay that amount, however, and take
your lots," he says in conclusion. The
owner of the lots, we learn, haus written
to ask the clerk it he vu ill give him 5
cents for them and take them off his
hands -Chicago Tribune.
THE GROOM GOT EVEN.
Louis King and Josephine Smith, a
good-looking couple from this city, were
united in marriage, last evening at
eight o'clock, by 'Squire Winstead, at
his Clae-street effiee. At the conclu-
sion of Cie very graceful ceremony, the
'Squire suggested to the groom that the
customary "salute" to the bride would
not now be altogether out of place
The groom grew red in the face, and
timidly stammered to His Honor an in-
vitation to "salute" if lie %Wuxi. The
gallant 'Squire accepted the invitation
and planted a kiss square on the bride's
lips that could have been heard on the
next block. It was perhaps this that
caused the groom to make the marriage
fee just 30 cents.-Louisville Times.
• DUMAN ER COMPLIMENT.
The legislative committee that inves-
tigated the Western Lunatic Asylum at
Hopkinsville, found everything all right.
There Is perhapa no institution of the
kind in the United States that is better
managed than this one. Dr. Rodman
has been at its head for a number of
years and during the whole time hu
managed Its aflaira with credit to him-
self and satisfaction to the state. While
complaints of some kind have been made
against the management of nearly all
our institutions, this one has been so
well controlled thet not • breath has
been uttered against it. however there
Is but one Doctor Rodman in the state,
and the asylum at Hopkinsville is to be
congratulated that he Ii placed at the
beset of the institution. Kentucky feels
Proud of the Doctor -Marlieonville
Time..
SCUM/ TO DEATH.
Mr. Claude Parriah, of the Beaver
creek country, near Mr. Theo. Winlock's
had a little eon burned to death under
peculiarly pitiable circumstances Thurs-
day of lam week. The little fellow-lie
only about two years old-was at
his grandfather's, Mr. Saul Lewis, and
was out in the yard playing with some
other children. He was wrapped in a
large shawl be keep him warm, but
finally, it is supposed, got cold, and
went into the house. In a few minutes
he was heard to scream and his six-
year-old sister ran to pee what was the
matter with hint. She found his cloth-
ing in flames, amid attempteu to smother
the fire, burning her hands stud the hair
off her head in her efforts. Seeing that
she could not do nothing, she ran out
and called tier grandfather, who rushed
in and found the little fellow ppm-chime,
feebly struggling on his trends and
knees on the floor. The flame' from his
burning clothing were leaping almost
to the ceiling. A bucket of water was
thrown ou him, and the tire was extin-
gvialied. The poor little fellow was
found to be almost cooked alive, and
died in great agony a few hours alter.-
Glasgow Times.
A LITTIR COMPLICATKD.
Yesterday was our genial friend Peter
Ackerman's birthday, or at least he cel-
ebrated it as atoll though he is not mire
that it was the day. This will seem a
strange statement, butt it is nevertheless
true. He Is one of twine who were born
on the 23rd and ittii of February, forty-
green years ago. The by ins were exact-
ly alike anti tete was natned Peter and
the f ther Matti ew. One was horn just
before 12 o'clock oil the night of Febru-
ary 23rd anti the other some little time
after 12 o'clock which made its birth
take pleee, of enterer oh •lie 24(h. What
elitism the trouble with Mr. Ackernian's
birthday is that it is not known whether
It was Peter or Malliew who was born
before 12 o'clock and consequently on
blue '23rd. Mr. Ackerman's mother wee
of the opinion Goa it was Peter while
his father always as etiongly insisted
that it was Matthew. So you see the
trouble it puts hien in over his birthday.
Another complication arose from Clue
feet that one oh the twins died soon af-
ter it Was born, but after they' both were
named, and it is not known, positively
whether it was Peter or Matthew. So
that Mr. Ackerman can not tell whether
he is l'eter or Matthew or whether lie is
alive or dead.-Park City Times,
NEW STYLES FOR THE HAIR.
What l'retty Women are Doing With
Their Tresses.
Ne% Yoke, Feb. )17 -A





how to hair. In
()tit in Iowa they have invented • Peris there are 3,000 artistes who wetly
machine that will sell whisky for cash. hair dresairg. They study at schools
In principle it is not unlike the drop- at which prizes are offered for new and
nickel weighing machinea. Upon a °rights' styles. The reason the hair
dinse being put in a glass of whisky has been dressed so long on the top of
comes ouL It would seem that hereafter the head is because it is suitable to the
inanimate object. are likely to be charge- meet of French ladles, which are round-
er than the faces of ladies of any other
nation. The style has been fashionable
so long because no one of prominence
has started any other style. Fashions
able not only with perversity but with
Immorality as well. The machine re-
ferred to, it is claimed by its patrons,
will make prohibition very tired.
arrange their own
In France are set by the president's wife
and during the past few- years they have
been elderly ladies and have wit ap-
peared much in public. Mme. Carnot
is a young, handsome lady, and has
caused quite a stir In society. She gives
a number of receptions and dinner par-
ties, and has already started • reform in
the style of hair dressing. The new
style will be a moderation of the pree-
ent style. Tine hair will be dressed
rather bow down the barn( of the head.
The front and sides will be arranged as
they are now. This style will be adopt-
ed here after Lent.
Very few American ladies know how
to dress their hair in a becoming man-
ner. They know what the style is. and
they adopt that style because it is fash-
ionable anti they never think whether it
suite them or not. If they go to a hair-
dresser they Inaba on hint doing just as
they suggest and will not allow him to
use his own judgment and good taste.
hairdresser, like a modiste or millin-
er, can tell at a glance what style is the
most becoming, and although it may
look strange to the person who is hav-
ing her hair dressed she ought to know
that ibis the best way. The faces of
American ladies are longer than thoee
of French ladles, and it Is consequently
unbecoming to dress their hair in the
style popssias4a-karla A, _long
does not want to have the hair arranged
to look longer. Neither does a short,
round face want to be made to look
shorter by keeping the hair at the back
or side of the head. The Psycho knot
Is a style that is common with every
one. The only drawback to this style-
felt by 'society ladies-is that shop girls
and servants twist their hair in this
knot because Ibis very easily arranged.
A lady with a long face should dress
her hair on the back of her head. The hair
ors the top should be arranged in waves
and bangs, should be brought over the
forehead and well over the temples, the
ides being to broaden, the face as much
as possible. If the neck is perfectly
formed it should be left bare, but if long
or thin it should be cove rered somewhat
with small curls or frizz,3s. A lady
with a round face shoLld arrange her
hair on the top of are head. The hair
should be arranged to come to a
point.
A pretty blonde, with clear-cut fea-
tures, rather low forehead, can dress
her hair tastefully In the pompadour
style. On the forehead curls are ar-
ranged. At the back of the curls the
hair is dressed as • roll.
&urge now are worn V-shaped. That
is, they are worn either curly or straight
and can be well arranged to look very
becoming on any face. Any one with
a broad forehead should wear as little
hair on the temple as possible and dress
it high. One with a low forehead
should keep the hair off the forehead In
front and arrange a few curls on the
temples.
A lady with a receding forehead
should have the hair well curled on the
forehead. The bad effect of high cheek
bones cars be modified by arrauging the
hair in a cluster of small curls on the
temples.
PRESTO. CRINGE!
Aulgaments fer Sixty bays Begiaming
March 1s1, 11068.
STOILZIMPlag.
J C Edwards, to Daivees County Die.
tilling Co.
J 0 Madden, to Same , night..
J T Greer, to J. W. M. Field.
8 I Lay, to Spring Water Diedlfing
Co.
J A Pritchard to Same (additioaal-
A D Brown, to J G Roach & Co.
T L Noes, to Nagle Distilling Co.
J S Sale, to Datvess County Club,
J T Stubblefield, to Rock Springs Die.
tilling Co., No. 10.
J P'Gray, to John Henning Distill-
ing Co.
J H Crueon, to M I' Mattingly.
W H Evans, to Cliff Falls Distilling
Co.
J 0 Bramham, to Sour Mash l Distill-
ing Co.
Jas. Fisher, to Same (night).
J T Savage, to Rock Springs Distill-
ing Co., No. 18.
J H Eagle, to Same (additional).
H R Handcock, to Pane (night).
A F Winstead, to 11111 & Winstead.
W F Hawke*, to Glenniore Distilling
Company.
E R Pennington, to R Monarch &
Gise. No. 29.
J A Hoffman, to Withers, Dade & Co,
D H Wylie, to E E Berry Distilling
Company.
ST011ia =MA GAUGER&
W W Badger, to Riley Distilling Co.
Max Lipstine, to C L Applegate &
Co.
Cyrus Scott, to E W Worsham & Co.
J H Caldwell, to Baker & Kimbly.
it D Reynolds, to W T Pottinger &
Co.
A. Y. Cravens, to Same (night;.
• B Burton, to I' 1 McReynolds.
J F Ray, to John Burks.
Chas Worthun, to Clemons & Higcloo.
J W Haynes, to Giles, Kelly & Co.
C I Henry, to Glasscock & Co.
J L Owen, to Miller Bros.
J II Higgins, to Giles Kelly.
J S Cook, to S K Hudson.
W F Kennedy, to Clark & Harper.
G Wolford, to F W Wade.
J S Goodwin, to Thompson & Poteet.
A II Gilbert, to F E Robertson.
R H Moody, to Mitchell & Skaggs.
W A Yarbrough, to Harper & Du-
laney.
J J Blandford, to E H Davis.
H B Long, to W W Piphin.
John Warfleld, to Scott & Young.
S H Waller, to Willis & Hayes.
B D Owens, to A C Pile.
W Weathers, to Orin Henderson.
W R Davis, to John Pitcock.
GAUGERS.
J D Brasher, to R Monarch & Co.,
No 29, E C berry Distilling Co., and
Devises County Distilling Co.
H Neely, to 11 f' Mattingly and
Daviesa County Club.
J D Allison, to Sour Mash Distilling
Co., Glentoore Distilling Co. and R
Monarch & Co., No. $4.
J L McFarland, to J I W Field and
Rock Springs Distilling Co., No. 10.
W W David, to Rock Spring Distill-
ing Co., No. 18 and John Henning Dis-
tilling Co.
A S Anderson, to J G Roach & Co.
A P Simpson, to Spring Water Dis-
tilling On.
J I Cargile, to Hill it Winstead and
Withers, Dade & Co.
W K Jones, to Eagle Distilling Co. and
Cliff Falls Distilling Co.
J J Thomas, to BernbeLm Bros. and
Usi it Thompson, Wilson & Co.
Painting the Tows.
Jas. Darling, Sam Henderson and Bob
Eley came in from the country Satur-
day rasolved to paint the town black
with mustache die. They secured a
liberal supply of the article and started
out to remedy the faults of nature. They
soaves:led in blacking the upper lip of
several boys at I,ong's grocery, and
were having a huge time surveying their
artistic work and appealing to competent
critics to know if they had ever seen
finer shading. Having constructed ar-
tificial mustaches for several youths
they next concluded that Ben Snerrill,
a young man about seventeen years of
age, was surely in need of one of tbeis,
patent mustaches, and they informed the
young fellow that they proposed to make
Mine one. But Ben was very well con-
tent to let nature take its eourse and
gave them to understand that he would
resent any attempt to force their false
goods upon him. They then decided to
leave to time the construction of Ben's
mustache, and sauntered out in search
of other fields to conquer. On Virginia
street io front of J. G. ford's grocery
they met Mr. J. J. Here, who was re
turning from dinner. One of them asked
Mr. fern if he could tell them where
they could get some liquor. Mr. fermi
replied that he could not and started of.
Then Henderson's proud bosom sudden-
ly became tilled with a mad desire to
avenge the wounded "honor" of his be-
loved "daddy" and slapping Mr. Hem
once more demanded why he had run
over hie daddy about two years ago.
wear them alter they are made.
In blue light of thus above facts, and 
Here) replied that be had done nothing
vu lien we realize that any germent worn, , of the kind. Then Jas. Darling wanted
be
 
no differencere abiyt:utaalatbi; titulem ostyle armeoiritsie, canc utt,ee, ,touLkrnoiizeo,f Hrn) haetfrownihy l hadbiinue 
some 
aketumeen a g tb
we see that it can't be too highly
elated and ahould be used in every fam-
ily
The illustrious trio then surrounded Mr.
The NatWest Garment Cutter.
As a class, dressmakers are not quali-
fied to make stylish, good fitting wraps,
as their methods of cutting do not apply
to such garments.
Wraps are usually very expensive,
and the need of the money thus paid
out is often keenly felt, and especially
if the family is composed of a number
of girls, any one of whom, by use of
the Garment Cutter could readily learn
to do all this work, and stave such a
heavy expense for those who work so
hard for the money to pay the bills.
In many cases the saving upon a single
cloak is enough to more than pay for
the lessons in the ttee of the cutter.
Then there Is ,all the underclothing,
skirts and such. article., that must be
made; men and boy's clothing, includ-
ing darts and underclothing, all of
which may readily be cut by this sys-
tem.
If the struggle and worry of getting
things to tit, to say nothing of aching
heads and heart!, were known and visi-
ble to the eye of the public, the time
would be short indeed until there would
be a tremendous cry for relief of the
over-taxed loved ones of the family.
But, as a rule, these trials and cares,
like other domestic sirsirs, are hid away,
and the public does not realise the facts
in the case.
Another feature of the value of this
work is the attention fashionable people
are giving to home dress-making.
Many wealthy ladies are now making
their own dresses and getting better
• t3 lee and better rite than are proe'ruced
by many &me-makers, an the drew-
enakers, In meny cases, are using sys-
tems taught teii or fifteen years ago, and
at the mune time clahnirg to turn out'
d reset** in the Isamu style
Many people have a false sentiment
that iiitch wort( is lint worthy of their
attention. But the trouble in many
cases is that they are tie t eorthy of the
work. It is faebionable near for the
wealthier clamed to do their own dress-
'making. and in England it extends to
the royal family, blue Prineess of Wales
liereelf getting the example, and the
young princemes are being trained to
it eumplete inniteretanding of the are,
and not only make their dressers but
CROFTON • NEWs.
Negre burl Burned tom I riap-Other
Notes.
Special Correspondence.
Ceorroe, Ky.,Feb. 2a.-John I.
Cross, of our town, was born on 29th
day of Feb., 53 years ago to-morrow. If
any of your readers know of another
euch a happening on that particular day
they can report to these head-quarters.
During the thunder etortn Friday
evening, lightning struck a tree under
which Dick Cordiera cow, at Manning-
ton, was ',Guiding, killing her Instantly.
lion. l'olk Laffoon, the popular MC.,
places tne under obligations for his
kindness and favors. May lie grow on
in public favor, prosper in business and
behiaIalyr *Mc land has a weather-prophet
whose prognosticciona so far beats
that of his illustrious namesake that
the I. n., aught to sell out and quit
bueineas. Nude Theodore Hicks pre-
dicted that the weather would turn very
cold 26 inst., and remain FO until March.
He does not rely on any goo•ebone,
eithoevr.Gley Benson's daughter, &belie,
colored, aged sixteen, living near here,
caught her clothing on tire yesterday
and before assistance could reach her
and smother the flames her clothing
was completely burned from her body
and her flesh burned to a crisp. She is
still living but with little hopes of re-
covery. C. A. B.
Inez Baby was stek, we gave bee Cr ~M.
When she yam • Child, she °nod fee Camille*
whoa akie became Mies, she chug I. Casts&A.
VIM& As \ad Canaria, she gave Masa Casseria,
Japan bouts of a phenomenal giant.
ess. She is twelve years of age, eight
feet high and weighs 275 pounds.
Hern and one of them struck at him,
but he dodged the blow and making
his escape armed himself and returned
to the field. Darling hail fled and the
valor of blue others had subsided. They
were arrested and brought before
Judge Brasher, who placed them under
a bond of $25 to appear Tuesday.
A NOVEL BET.
While I am not a betting man, said
F. J. Cheney, of the firm of F. J. Che-
ney it Co., I considered it my religions
duty to make that fellow a bet, you see
he was about dead, and I guess he would
have died before spring, If I had not
got him on the bet. You know some men
had rather loose their life than low a
hundred, well he was one of that kind,
and we both came near beieg out, but 1
saved my hundred and it only cost him
ten dollars. How's that? He sent for
me one day and said the doctors bad all
given him up to die, with the catarrh.
I told hint that I would bet him $100
that Hail's Catarrh Ohre would cure
him or I would give hint COO if it failed.
He took the latter proposition. 'Ibis
was three months ago; you see how he
looks now, don't you, as well as any
one, and a dantly. American, Toledo, 0.
dA newspaper in the north k England
laboring under the delualo . the
late meeting of the America , at
Springfield, Maim, was a conveetion of
boarders, goes on to comment upon the
fact that to many Americans pre( r
boarding to keeping house and to t s-
prees the hope that the example will
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It is said that a long line of Kentuck-
ians now in California are preparing to
walk home.
The Republican papers of the muntry
do not like the terms of the fisheries
treaty. This is the best evidence! diet
could be produced that the United Statee
ilea the beet of it.
• bill has been hoiroduced in the New
Jenne legialat!tsento prohibit the grow-
ing of say Jeep from which an Intoxi-
mat ose,r Ise made. Granny Blair as
sup to be the author.
Nashville is again agitating the Midland
railroad question and this time with some
certainty of securing it. She certainly
needs a competing line, almodt, if not
quite as badly as does Hopkinsville.
The Mt. "ernon man who found him-
self blown Into a neighbor's yard knew
something was wrong, but did not
&sow bow it happened.
11.-Tbe above was Mora from a contem-
pagory, mid we are watttag te Le accused of it,
nit Media pump um him yak both feet for dolag
• like servtee upon more than obe occasion.
The Bowling Green Democrat has a
new editor, W. H. Spriggs, and from
the way he has started out it looks a lit-
tle bit like he is going to make journal-
ism hum In drat city. The Democrst
propoees to issue a daily after March
14t. May it prove a proftellikt under-
taking.
['he national Democratic committee
after quite a spirited session selected
et. Louis as the place ot holding the
next convention. Perhaps this was best
after all. kit. Louis is centrally located,
the railroad and telegraphic facilities
ere excellent and the hotel accomotia-
tions ample. The time of the meeting
was changed andJuue 3th was clown.
The A'ourier-Journal ot the 23rd inat.,
publishee a very interesting article from
the pen of its correspondent in thie city
relating to Hopkinsville's public school
system and its magagernent. Several
plotures of men connected with its up-
huildiag are given as well as one of the
buildings itself. 'It is very compli-
eneutary in its nature, but space forbids
ins reproduction in the Nrw Etta.
The Hoar. J. D. C. Atkins le spoken
of as a prospective candidate for gov-
ernor ot Tennessee. No man in the
elate has a better record to beck him;
probably no one is more popular or be-
loved by the whole people and certainly
am one is abler or beater quailled to fill
the position. Were he to be the nomi-
foie we believe he would unite the De-
mocracy is the state and be elected by
one of the old-time majorities.
One of our prominent business men
recently stated that he would give $10,-
OOP for another outlet from this town,
and he meant every word of it, too.
We have plenty of men here who will
give largely to the building of a good
road, and all that is needed is to start
the ball rolling The citizens could
well afford to tamtribute largely to any
road which wW insure them a whack at
the trade south and west ot us which is
mow going to Clarksville and other
points, even if there were no other ben-
efits to be derived.
The Nsw Ea. would like to make a
miggestIon in regard to the Kentucky
Press Aseociation, and that le to change
the time of meeting, in view of the fact
that the national convention will be
held on June 3th. There will likely be
a good many orembers who will attend
die national convention Mid it it be
eery ineontreninnt If not impossible to
attend both. Why not defer it one
week, or, If it suits better, hold it a
week earlier. The two meetings are
too close together, Ail Ms dates now
stand. ,What say the brethren of the
press on the subject!'
Young men, take warning! The
Yaw Lila Das its eye upon you and your
Kul* games and if you do not behave
mid give you just such a spanking as
you never before had. Garoblimr is a
tad busioess boys, and you had better'
quit it. You are known, but your names
are with-beld in the hope that you will,
retrain froze fort her indulgence. 1 t
will do you no good to change your place
of meeting, for you will be found out
again. Remensber, you have beenm
warned ooce and one warning is all the
New Ka* will give you.
The Cadiz Telephone in a lengthy ed-
itorial sharply criticising the manage-
ment of the asylums of Kentucky and
especially the Eastern, has this to say of
the management here:
We are gratified to knoW that the
Western asylum, hooded at llopkinaville,
is (me of the best managed Institutions in
the state, and we are satisfied that Dr.
litodtuao takes more interest in its man-
agement than any physician that could
be found. We are also pleased to state
that the report of Mr. Miller does not
show that Dr Rodman has a redone ot
peraonal attendants with salaries paid
uy tbe state, as is the case In at least one
of the other asylums.
Tbe whole country regrets to learn of
the death of W. W. Corcoran, the vete-
ran philanthropist, who died at his
booze in Washington Friday. Mr. Cor-
coran was a man among men and hie
good deeds will lire for generations in
Ilis hearts of those to come. He per-
haps had not an enemy in the world
but his friends were numbered by the
thousand. He has done much for the
city in which Ise lived, giving it the cel-
ebrated Cocoran art glittery, the beauti-
ful cemetery of oak Hill arid a home
for needy gentle-woman. His liberali-
ty to churches, colleges, seminaries, and
other public institutions has won for
him a place in the hems of the people
that can uever be filled.
Hopkinsville is kept hot by the two
able papers published there. The
South Kentuckian la warming up the
pOstoffice officials ou the management
of Mast bronco of uncle Sana's depart-
ment; while the New Ka• wants more
r•„,,bet. light, and is firing hotinto the gra company. Good mail
fseilities and good lights are requisites,
and whim the citizens ot our sister city
pity for dem they are entitled to them.
'Chose wale psy fur the music should be
=ittaill to enjoy the "breakdown."--
Td•phone.
You luitjust sLout right there, Broth-.;
or Crenehaw; what we pay for we in-
tend to have, else there'll be a pretty
Nod *fled Am made up hi this section.
'The New rea is now watching the
eouree of things closely and in a few
stays, unless we are granted our due,
VW open the fight in earnest.
Chairman ot the way and Means
committee has authorized *statement to
the effect that a tarriff bill will t e dub-
milted to the committee to-day. From
what can be gatherwl the amount of re-
duction w in be about $7'3,000,000. Wool,
lumber, salt, tinplates, jute, hemp, nor,
manilla and all other (three, as well se a
Dumber of chemical sused hi their man-
ufeeturei will be plamel on the tree lies.
Die ditty on a nolrii gotale ill be cut
down earl) halt. The sugar thity will
he down neatly 20 per erne It is
Iltatvil that the diecriminetion between
Wendt n and wor•ted goods (il the same
value will tie ettriVieleti. The tar It re-
duction tie the whole will be -about
$33,000,000 stud internal revenue $22,-
000,000
Hopkinsville bad not eugageti in a row
fur two dat s uutil Wedneedey eight,
wheu a party oi drimkett railroader, in-
dulged in a shouting ecrape in a home
• ill-taae. One man was struck in the
stomach by a pistol ball - Paducah
Standard.
Poor old Hopkinsville! Why she hat
such a reputation 110 one 4•011 tell. To
amen. that there id lio more peaceable or
law-abiding element in any (•ity in the
state than here is to tell the truth. As
compared with other places our record
will show up well. There is "iffy one
way to accouut for it and ;hit is there
are a few correspond,ots In tide city
who makes% mountain out of every mole-
hill they see. light let a knock-down
occur, and jorniedistely there is flashed
over thet4tintry the news ot a terrible
rlo‘isa hopkinev i I le. Be a man scratched
With a knife, and immediately the out-
side world is notified of a duel with
scythe binds a. If a man is shot, then
tar and wide goes the news that a
pitched battle hse been fought betweto
a dozen desperate men. The I.:looting
in question was clamed es a desperate
fight between eight or nine drunken
railroad men and the keeper cf a bawdy
house, all of which hi a barefactd lie.
We do not believe in a man who is
trying to edir a paper filling it up with
clippings trom his exchanges in older to
indulge hid lazinede or cloak his It abili-
ty to write his own articled. But our
esteemed irked, the Hopkinsville New
Ent, liaa written a little plea for Ken-
tucky that 90 laittilidly embodies our
views upon the same question, in :wa-
rpage so much more beautiful than we
can eornmeed, that we feel that we will
be doing both our readers and the state
a favor by reproduchig the same, which
we do, asking Marion county t eople
each instence where Christian ocounty
occurs to substitute the taliamanic word
Marion, and it will read just right. Take
it all to youreelves, stay at home, amid by
your imoluatry mid thrift prove to the
world that Marion county is the best
place under the sun to live, invite men
ot enterpriee COnle among you, extend
them a cordial welcome anti convince
them that there Is no place like home-
an "Old Kentucky Hurne"-and
educate your children and our loved
State can not poissibly remain in Dur-
ham's ruts longer.-Lebsuon Enterprise.
The compliment from the Enterprise
is appreciated, but much more &es is les
endorsement of the sentimenta ex-
pressed by the New ERA in the article
referred to. Were the mere through-
out our state to deegOTelsa space to ad-
vertising other and more to the "Old
Kentucky Houo-s" then indeed would
great benefits result.
'Clie Forlorn Hope has again asserted
that lie will under no circumstances ac-
cept the toonitiation to the presidency.
Sunday's New York World contains a
three column interview, which has been
cabled from Florenee, Italy, by the
European correspondent of that paper,
in which Mr. Blaine distinctly amerts
that lie will not be • candidate. Ile
says that his determination Is not of re-
cent origin, but that he wade up his
mind long ago to the step. Among the
reasons given ie that ally man whose
name has been associated ith defeat in
a presidential campaign owes it to his
party not to allow himself to be renomi-
nated. Further, he says, he is not equal
to the fatigue tett worry that he would
necessarily have to undergo in a cam-
paign which would.be a hot one. Ile
will not express an opinion on the sub-
ject of the presidential candidates now
mentioned, but says be did not retire in
favor of any one. He speaks encour-
agingly of the proepect the Republi-
can victory if the tariff is to be the tissue.
This puts at rest auy further idea of his
nomination. On its faee it ia an ace
knoiwiedgerneut that there is uo (lance
for victory by his party. Mr. Blaine is
an ambitious man; his whole lile has
been devoted to the attaituneet of one
otject-the presidency of this republic.
He is a shrewd Wan, WO; by far the
shrewdest wan iu Ins party. He :reoog-
nisei: the fact that the Republicans can
never win on the issue belore the peo-
ple; he knows thtt two defeats In suc-
cession will put an end to his political
lite, and has drawn off lu order to save
himself and allow some of his euemies
to be killed in the fight. Ile is !sow one
of the most prominent men in the
United litaiteej; he is courted and feted
wherever he may gos his star of glory
is very bright. • &mond defeat would
lessen his imporoluce in the eyes of all
rueu; lie would be less souget and ad-
mired and courted; the halo whir which
he is surrounded would be dimmed and
he cast into the shade, as a man alio
twice fought and was defeated.
Mr. Marshall McGee, who went to
Situ Diego, Cat., a short dine agu, writes
track to a friend Go "tell ail the sucker•
to Mlle to :Mit Diego, or to Califorilia.
Thrre is 110 place ou earth where they
can be taken lo so soon." He says
there is a grand rush to get there and a
statupetle to get away Livilig IS tear-
eilly high and work iniputialble tit get -
Owensboro Memenger.
How very true this is! It sometimes
happen,. that a inaii secures a good po.
'Won, aud wileu Ise time it is heralded
far and wide, but If he tails, there is
not much talk &taut it. The storiee set
Omit by real estate agents§ as to the
mauy advantages of the places they de-
sire to boom are accepted %Rh more
faith Chilli where the plain unvarnialied
• truth is told. Why is this? Because
human nature is such that it prefers te
accept the beautiful to that which le
plain and unornamental. „It is 111(101
easier to make a mail who lives a thous
ano miles away believe that a •and-hill
is a garden of nowers Oleo otie
lives thirty miles distant, even though
he has never seen the spot. Beauty by
emaciation bectdriee eutiallou-place.
Were a report to be started in Kentucky
that &diamond field hail been discov-
ered in Arizona, malty would believe it,
but if the locality was placed in Tee:les-
see, not one wo_uld credit it, though one
is as likely as the other. We are Drone
to believe the marvelous. If you want
to kuow the truth *bout these countries,
get the atateuient made by their com-
missioners of agriculture and compare
it With yl.0.11* 0W11. Do not rely uponl
those statements made by them agents,
who are paid to write lies. We will
place the record of old Christian beside
I that of any two counties In the famed
I west and rest emy as to the result of thecomparison. One reason you hear so
few Mt compared with the favorable)
urifavoroble reports of these western
states and territories is because a man
does not like to acknowledge lie has
been mild, and as a consequence keeps
quiet about it. is very seldom that
he Is beard from. On the contrary, if
by &evident one does make a hit, lie tells
it far and wide and delights to crow
over it Ills good luck is spread by
everybody, 'Thus you hear only one
side of tire questien. j,00k well before
you leap.
RAILROAD NATTERS
A communication In this issue signed
"Outlet" calls the attention of the bus-
iness men to the O. V. railroad. It is
to be hoped that sonic action will be
taken on the olggestion, as it is high
time we should know the intentions of
the road. If they do not mow». to stem]
up to their contract then we should be-
gin to look atout us aud make arrange-
meet with tome one of the other roadsi
that need only a little encouragement to I
come here. The road referred to by I
"Outlet" to the Cumberland river will
be built if only the citizens, of this city
or (aunty w• ill give some assistance.
'Clic N sa ERA happens to know that the
originator of the prt ject ie a reliable
man, one in ahem depeederce can be I
plared, and that he Is not oily
but anxious to do somethieg to tore:ant
the interests of the city amt eounty.
The New 1CR• on t esterday inters I
viewed a gentleman a Ito is on the in- ,
side track 4 f nearly all mutter. relating
to redrew! t itterpito and he has this
to 553 s iii regard to the 0. Y.:
At present they are too:elating for a
loan, ith tair prospeet of ericeree, as I
they think, 14) tillable Omni to In Nil teeir
coetrect as rt garde the agreement with
this city. The summit they are atter
is sheolutely netoseary, and if they
succeed in etcuring it, eork will be com-
menced all along she line benteen
Princeton and tlite point, aud the road
completed iu time to st cure the bonds
we have offered them. Considerable
been going the rounds to the
egect that several attempts had been
made by the 0. V. to sell out, but this
we deny, and luthernaare amen that up
to one week bince no proposition what-
ever had been made by hie road to sell
or none enterteined.
As regards other roads the gentleman
had tide to say. Up to the present time
everything is moving along smoothly
and well, There is no hitch in the
working, and every thingissatialactory.
For some weeks ee have been on the
inside track Red have kept pretty well
Mortared of the actions of thoee inanag-
nig the affairs of the other two roads
making for this point. It is not deemed
advisable at t remet to make known the
facer of %Well we are in possession,
and Wont ask you tO bide with
us awhile. We will say this uffich,
however, that ev( ry thing Is as prom's-
leg as the most enthusiastic could
wish. We have been rtquested to
hold back our information tor a while
and must do so; but the public will
be given the benefit in a short time.
11 we expect to get these new roads
we meat get up and hustle. It will not
do to rely too much upon promises, as
our 0 ,V. experience ought to prove. A
tueeting of citizens should be called red
the matter discussed. You sit around
&lid growl and fume about haying no
railroad emopetition (you have more
of the other Um! than you can handle)
mid abeolutely 'waling to brilig it.
Get tip and go to work, and it will not
be a year before you will have wliat you
want.
Once again we wish to reter to the
road to the Cumberland euggested by
"Outlet." 'There is &company willing to
build it, anxious to buiit it, amid they •re
backed with sufficient capital to do so.
Further, they will put up a forfeit to
make good their promises. 'This is a
matter whiali should be men to and that
at once.
The columns of the New Etta are open
to those havilig suggestions to make.
k Thrilling Experience.
R. J. Caruthers, of Lafayette, Ky ,
was in the city Tuesday after workmen
and material to repair hie houses mid
barns that were wrecked by the harm
last Sunday night. He gives a &reptile
description of his experience at that
time. The tornado was upon them
wholly without warning. The heavy
bail that preceded it for a few moments
was beating so fiercely upon the
windows that Mrs. Caruthers re-
marked it would be better to close
the blinds, and site started across the
room ado so. She had gotten only a
few feet from the chair when the win-
dows were crushed in as if they were
paper, the roof was lilted from the
dwelling, a bed blown scrum the
room and against Ow Moue, burning
coals from which were scattered all
over the room. Grabbing ife anti
child, Mr. Caruthers started for the
cellar, thinking that the safest place
from the wind, but he had hardly got-
ten:from the room when a new danger
threatened him-the inflammable ma-
terial in the bed was already burning
brightly, and instead of a place of safety
the cellar would prove a holocaust.
Prompt anti vigorous work was re-
quired to secure the protection even the
bare walls afforded from the raging
sterol, and with much pre.sence of mind
lie drowned out and mothered the tire
in its incipiency.
Only one Ileum un Mr. Carutherni
place escaped uninjured-his stock barn.
His store-house and dwelling were botle
unroofed and much of their contents
asked by tbp heavy rain. Ilia  (( ke-
house, containing about 7,000 [amide ol
meat, was lifted from its foundation A
tobacco barn containing several taionm
and pounds of tobacco was lifted clear
off the earth for a distance of twenty-
eight feet and then broken to pieces.
Seversiother bares and cried were com-
pletely destroyed. A cabin on his ?lace
containa ig a ware.] family was blown
trout its toundetion and litnie of its sev-
eral inmates were hurt.
Mr.12eruthers' buildiugs were all new
and subetentially and Ilia lose is
doutlem heavier than sans of his neigh-
bors. Lie thinke the damage to his
property will approximate 000 -
• i Ile Tobacco-Leaf.
Te the Citizens.
Editor New Za•:
I %loll to esti the attention of tise bus-
term men of Hopkinsville to the failure
of the O. V. railroad to make a start
towards building the railroad to this
point. We have waited patiently arid
bled freely on all freighter coming in
or going out from here. A pronditetit
Main street uteri found mit the diff sr-
ence In rates of shipping from Louis-
ville to Nashville, Clan:ovine and Hop-
kinsville. The difference is so greet
sgalma us that if we could get on art
equal footing with them It would be a
very pretty profit to the seller here.
We have too good a town, and too much
money invested here to stand this state
of things. While we are waiting on the
O. V. railroad, business is getting
worse. Laboring men will have to leave
here to get work. Can't we find out at
once from the 0. V. what they are go-
ing to do? lt seems to me that we
have daiered attendance long enough for
thew to have aid their road, as I have
heard they have been trying to do.
They should at all events let us know
if they are not coining. Let us go to
work tor an outlet, mil a meeting and
devise ways and means to build a rail-
road from here via Cadiz to tlie ("timber-
land river. When we get to the Cum-
berland, we will stand in the same po-
sition to the ta N. Railroad as Clarks-
ville now does. It is the opinion of
persons posted in railroai matte's that
a road from here to the Cumberland
would pay. Our freights would make
it pay; and it would force itself through
to the bilseiseippi river, giving us con-
nections, north, and south, other than
the L. tt N. Railroad. Whatever ac-
tion is taken In this matter must be
taken •t once. We will have to get a
charter. The Kentucky legislature sits
well, but it does not sit all the
time. We have had wind work
euough on this subject to demolish the
town. Now, let us see If we cannot get
in mime work th•t will bring us an
outlet. Ourrtre.
Coal Thieves.
George Green and Jas. Green, two
prof:riding young coal thieves, aged re-
spectively fourteen and nine yeann were
arraigned before Judge Winfree Thurs-
day for throw log off coal from a car
near the tank on the preceding night.
George was held over and in default of
bond sent to jail, while James waa re-
leased on account of extreme youth,
with a gentle reminder from the court







ment was false; it was lie th
tereatingly drank," if ii ie should
have taken in his air
OF ROBERT NELSON At the conclus of Bradley 's evl-
HIS TALE. ' dello., the cou adjourned until Mon-I
day morn
ROBERT NIELSON,
Saturday, W. I,. Bradley, the mur-
derer of RobeNelson, a as arraigned foe
a preliminary examination in theCircult
Court before Judge Brasher. The pris-
oner wax brought boo court about 10
o'clock. All parties being ready the
trial Was tiegun. By mutual conowitt of
opposieg counsels the court excluded all
the whilesses from the room with in-
structions to be %Obit' hearieg of the
sheriff's suninerts.
The first witness introduced by the
oonntionwealth was Mr. Hobo Laster.
His evl hence of the facts &lid cirern-
stanees connected with the killing was
as followor
"When at home 1 reside et Eilgefielii,
Tenneseeet am employed as brakeman
on local freight of the Henderson di-
vision of the Louisville Nashville
company; was at the fair grouuds at the
time of ehooting; had been paid tiff that
day, and in company with Casey, itiy,
Robt. Nelson and one other-all of a
crew on Jas. Smith's train, we startsd
froni Stevens' confeetioriery, hirer the
depot, for the fair grounds to look itt
that part uf the country. Before going
out, however, tio had tfil cider at
Stevee's drann antra two glassed.
Went out with the nboys" simply to be
goitig-auppose others heti same object
We stopped Iii the rood opposite the fair
ground gate. I stepped into the yard
scrum the trawk and left the others be.
hind. About that time I heard a shut.
Immediately afterwards heard Nekton
say, "shoot again." The latter started
on a run up toward town. met him
on Phelps street and inquired about the
disturbance, and Nelsou said a Mali glint
at him. Ile started back and 1 remehied
te avoid difficulty. Alsout
five ualitites later, heard second shot,
then a cry from Nelson : "You have shot
me." 1 went back to where the gang
stood and saw Nelson un the pound;
doe% ktiow who shot 10111. Nut ac-
yeti:steel wite defendant and never sa
Will until Friday after the shooting "
Betij. Casey:: Live at Nashville; was
preeseut at the shooting between defeli
dant and Nelson ; was in am Bradley's
bowie talking to letter's wife when first
shot fired; heard Nelson say : '-Shoot
again, you d-d
Cross examination: Bradley seemed
drunk when he entered house. When 1
came up whtre the piny stood heard
Bradley say : "By God, don't propose
to be run over by any d-d man
About that titue Neleon came up and
Bradley remarked: "Don't conie back
here, or, G-d-d you, I'll shoot."
Nelson replied: "1 reckon I have • right
to come back to join my friends." Brad-
ley then took one step forward aod plac-
ing pistol against Nelson'e body fired
The men them clinched, and fell, with
letter oil top. Bradley said: "Take this
man 0# of me, or ill kill him." Nelson
answered: "Never waled boys; he hits
killed me already."
Melvin Brown; Was at Jae. Fradley'a
house; witnessed the tragedy ; was
standing in the road when defendant
peered Us, coming from his son's home.
Nelson remarked: Hello! part!, (sup-
plementing °Eocene language of Im-
proper character, pointing to house from
which Bradley had just left). Defen-
dant replied: "I didn't go there for that
businese;" whereupon Nelaon kicked
at Bridley, but can't say he struck him
Bradley then reached for his pistol-a
est calibre-edmonishing deceased not to
repeat hie yile epithets. Witness step-
ped in betweett the two men and ap-
pealed tc Bradley not to shoot. Bradley,
with piste! in hand retreated, airport
all the while cursing him. When de-
fendant had gone about thirty feet he
opened tire on his &Magnetic but ionised
Ids intended aim. (Here the wittiesa
was turned over to Cite defense, and ei-
ditiotirl testimony was substantially tbe






Dr. Blakey : The attending Otos:chin
stated that alien he was munenorted he
found the deceased, Nelson, lyieg on a
porch near the Bradley bagido.
111141 Was restless and vomiting slid suf.
terieg inteneely. Ile tried to obtain a
statement of how the difficulty came
about, but the chock left him in a delft--
Wel v01.411(1011. 'flue bullet entered the
iiitratillee, ;bout teo inchee left of the
navel, ranging upwerd.
Robe Houden, of Henderson, by•s
a 'teemed the difficulty arid told stout
the saute story as Melvin Brov.n.
Jan Shannatian'e teat:knot y had noth-
ing whatever to do with the case, except
to (show the mental comlitimi ot the de
feodent when the letter entered his store
previous to the eboothig, Witness says
Bradley was "iiiterestiegly drunk."
Here thet Come oil wealth rested its side
temporarily.
Ed. Ery's statement did not differ
materially (Font the others.
W. L. Bradley My authority of the
directors of the Fair Altatielati011 I am
employed to protect and preserve tlie
fair grouild property. Ihspredations
have frt (pieta!). occurred about the
premiers. Was at home on the night of
the killing; heard it loud clamor near
the front entrance to the fair grounds,
and took down my Weal and went out
to investigate. Saw a gang-311 white
men-huddled together, lio seemed to
be quarreling among themselves. Not
wishing to get into a difficulty I went
down the path leading to my eon's
house. Knocked on the door and was ad-
mitted by my datigliter 7iii-law. I in-
quired of her health. She asked what
all that noise without meant. 'I Wei her
I didn't know, that parties were having
it out among themselves. remained
in the house probably two minutes,
then started toward my home; disenv-
ered two men, Nelson and Brown,
standing in the street. Attempted to
pasts them when the former intercepted
me, and asked me questions vulgar in
the extreme. With my civil replies
Nelson hurled back : you are a llisd-d-d
liar, repeated it, and then kicked me.
I begged him to desist, at the same
time retreating front him. He con-
tinued his abuse wheu I fired at him.
I saw no weapons op Nelson. Later,
Nelson came ruallitig up toward where
we were standing. 1 warned him off.-
He granbed Ilie ; ow knocked down on
my knee., failleg sideway s, and then it
was I tired. Cross examined: eaw no
man it; my eon's house; had no conver-
sation with any male person previous to
the shooting. Casey's statement of
having spoken to me le untrue. I was
an infant in Nelson's hands. Ile waa
a powerfully built Mall and physically
able to have stamped the life out of tee.
He beat and bruised me unmercifully.
Nelson came rueliiiig at me amid re-
marked, "God-d-d you, 1 have tny
partner now, and will settle with you."
And I finally shot him. ile strut* me
after he has shot. Shannahan's state-
Hob Lis V.
• wetly at 10 o'clock court was
led to order to hear nuttier evidetice.
The pr hen ter w as rees lied. The pistol,
a 34 bulldog, vies a part of the evidence.
Ile neogrezed the vi eapon as same that
took the life t.1 lila victim. The pris-
oner laligheil and cracked jokes freely
oith attorney during progress of trial.
the de:ense !text iittroduced their most
importent witeeste. Mr. Wtn. Merritt.
His sweeten': Was at Bradley's home
night 01 shooting. First I knew of any
illcult) bias hearitig boisterous talking
outside. First I heard alien I ven-
tured mit wits prouttie laeguage ad-
dressed tit Bradley by Nelaun. Was
sixty cr seventy yards away alien
Weird first shot. Anout forty steps
%lieu secoild shot sounded. Saw Nel-
son aide tip to Bradley and lay hands
on his grins. Both clinched. Bradley
then tired.
Cross exaniiiied: Considerable 'Weir-!
I hig has been perpetrated on lair ground
property . Jumped behind a cedar tree
a ter first shot fired. Was Ili the house
when I heard cut eing without; my son
we'd up to parties quarreling, but I
put tbe tree litteeen myself stud the
gaitg. Aloes:Led in carrying wounded
inai, to the porch betetotore mentioned.
Crew all drunk. Smelt whiskey on
Nelsoit'e breath atter lie was shot. 'The
boy s ell ran off ',lien tiring began.
Asked Bradley if he killed the man;
maid lie tlitnit knoW
Mr. A. 1'. Townes, the surveyor, was
sworn but his testimony was immaterial
so far ea relates tltbe killing.
Uncle Kennedy Lulled: About 7:3U
night of tie. Omitting met five railroad-
ers neer the old Welch retsidence,
keow as Mituliel's bourditig esteblieli-
'tient. They were all drutik, and "sky-
larkilig and romancing" generally,
The gerg intercepted a colored luau and
applied route obscene lauguage to him.
Heard mie ot them say "we p.opose to
ra'se hell to-night generally."
Waiter Merritt: Withrow(' shooting,
saw first shot; am ten steps off; siso
heard second shot. Was *Landing iti
the path leading Kw ay from Itradlet 'S
house Neiman was curehig Brailiet ;
after he had exhausted yocitiodary lie
kicked the seat of Bradley '5 pante. .w
Nelsen 'apiece, hi a walk, on Wadley.
When he leen I Blielley, said; 'lliat's
all right, my 'slimier has mine nuw."
ite grabbed defentlato by each anti.
Both were stending when the latal shot
fired. Didn't see father after I left
Bradley's reahleuee saw nobody eith
Nelson alien he approached Bradley.
Bradley gut ids pawl trurn hip pocket;
I saw it pulled out dlatilictly. Yes, I
swear to it, fur I was watching Mut
closely. flits latter ono-tut:it caused a
eensational murmur throughout the au-
dience and lawyers, ad Bradley himself
bail ;sworn poeltIvely that lie never had
tattoo! in pocket trona tinie he took it
from residence tip to time ot arrest j
Brew it a as retested Neel reiterated
former trials meet about Mali rushing,
instead tul wanting actors the con men*
toward deft mitten
'flint closed the evidence on hoth shies.
It is an interestingly complicated mur-
der trial, In that all wIttiessed the light,
but gave different versions. Col. Me-
Plierbon led on. * lilt the argument, fol.
lowed by Burnett and Bush.
Payne eltoed for the commonwealth late
Stolidity afteritoon.
!HMO OVER.
The arou:nents of the lour able at-
torn-ys were concluded about hour
o'clock. Judge Briuffier thought the
chain of evideece sufficiently strung as
to hold the prisoner over to circuit
court to await the action of the grand
jury. Bradley's bond was fixed at $500,




Two Negroes Empty Their Weopsna at
Each Other on 31al• Street.
HopkInaville is doing her part to sus-
tain and perpetuete the reputation Ken-
tucky already has for reckless and in-
discriminate use of % eapons. We are
called upon every w. ek to chronicle a
euttleg or shoothig afleir ot more or lest:
importaime. Seturday eight about 10
o'clock Jno Luckett, a negro employed
by J. M. Ilipkies his livery stable,
shot and seriously II not fatally wounded.
Geo. Perkins, ailother negro. with whom
he had a difficulty ou tile prevail, n ight.
It is not known exactly how am, under
what circumstances the difficulty was
renewed on Saturday eight, but at the
time above stated several gentlemen
eaw Lucketz ruthing down the street
from ilip$in's Duthie with a gun in his
bands. They beer(' him melting threats
&goblet isolate ono 11' hen pit opposite
the Phationix hoed Its tired upon Perkin*
and *napped the second barrel of the
gun. 'The latter than drew a revolver
and opened fire tore' Lueicett, who reit
down Ninth street towards tile river,
pureued by Perkins. who emptied
revolver at the dewing form. Perkins
then turned and came back. Upoe
reaching the corner of the Gish building
he was seen to stagger and plac'tig Id.
ti aids against the well emed himself
doe upon the pavement. Otto ral gsii-
denies' who had witneese I tl e affair
now parocc lied hint I, nil exthiguittlied
the Ore whieh bernitig his cloth-
ing, they haying Leto iguited from
the flash of the powder from the gin),
which was in very close pri ximity to
his person when tired. Dr. Bell ass
then 61101 moiled anti examined the
wound. The gon had been loaded with
number tive,shot. 'file load entered the
cavity from the side, producing a jag-
ged and irregular a ound, around which
the Gal it as scorched and powder-
burned. Ile was taken to his home in
the northern suburbs. Ills wound is of
a very serious nature and his recovery
extwedingly doubtful.
Luckett, immediately atter the ettoot-
ing wept to the reitidence of Mr. J. M.
Hipkins, on the princeton road, and
aroushig that geetl, man, related the
circumstances of the difficulty. Mr.
Ilipkins put on him clothes and started
back to tow li, acconimoded by Luckett.
Wheii roar the city he turned suddenly
and dieepprared in the darkness. About
2 o'clock Sunday mottling he came back
to Itipkine• stable and upon being in-
finmed that Mr. Ilipkind am not there
ditoppeared Ilse not beeo heard of
einer. Ile was eligthly wounded in the
leg.
Pei klion etatemeet to a N kW Elt• re-
porter was to this fleet: On Friday
night he was accosted by Luckett from
across Seventh Street and alter some
rough language was exchanged between
them Luckett threw • rock,which struck
him on the leg, and then lied. On Satur-
day night lie met Luekett and asked him
why be hlt him, etc. Only i few words
were passed, but Luckett ran out the
door, say ing- he would kill (Perkin.)
if it was the last thing lie did. A few
tuluutes later as lie was walking down
the street in company with another col-
ored man, they noticed a negro
running towards them with a gun in
his hand. Perkier' companion renrinded
Win of the threat made by Luckett just
before the negro reached On tii, on the
corner of Ninth and Main. When dorm
to :tie, said Perkins, the man rammed a
gun at me, and just as (caught the muz•
zie to turn It aside, the gun eat, fired.
1 then chased him down towards the
rock spring, and fired four shote at him.
I think I lilt 111111, as he yelled at the first
shot.
_ .
t is easy enough for colored folks to
grow to great age. A II they have to do
is to forget when they were tarn, tell
a few yarns about the "wait" of 1812
and begin to remember something about
George Wsshington ai:d then they are
all right.
s "In-ICRIMINAL DOCKET FOR MARCH.
Who Will be Tried mid Under What
Charges.
dam Cr'yntis, malicioua cutting.
Willie Ducker, mallciorta shooting.
David Joiner, growl iervelly.




Cube Raniey, walk:It:us shootir g.
Chas. Drake, u. c. d. w., ear's.
Richard Wrielit, gambling table.
Geci. Green, grand larceny.
Mary Wagner, is unier.
Walker Mason, grand lareeliy.
Nat Wisieley, nielicious shootirig.
Jas. Rey noble, murder.
Wm. Eaton, malicious cutting.
" " assault.
" " c.c. d. w.
Godfrey' Haynie's, Wee swearitig.
Hugh Lacy, c. C. 41. w.
Burt Lucy, aessult and battery.
" " e. c. (I. w.
Edmund Wailer, grand larceny.
Chas. Smith, grand larceny.
Dick Coleman, retailing.
Dick Walla?e, c. e. d. w.
assault.
Nathaniel Knight, retailing.
Jini Larkin, c. c. d. w.
Dave Thomas, c. c. d. w.
Edward Davis, (Disturbing worship.
Klink Lewin tielling liquor to minor.
That Hopper, "
Chas. Kinffile, e. c. w.
Chas. Stewart, lit r.
Southward, selling liquor to nil-
nor, three cafes.
Lark Spurliug, selling liquor to minor.
John Fleming, e. c. d. w.
Fred Harlot:her, grand larceny.
Alex Jenkins., e. c. c. w.
Wm. DO:karat:, assault and battery.
t. 4, c. e. id w.
,lite Oaths, retailing.
'• " tippling house.
Allred Dorsett, retailing, three cases.
John Joiner, nialicious shooting.
" " c. d. w,
James Stotler, breach of peeve.
Bob oleausn and 'Tout Torten, gam-
ing.
Natio row, e. c. d. w.
Geo. Browne, " "
Billy W heroin, tretlicittire shooting
Miles, Donning, elating in herd and
passion.
Jack Wu WO, retailirig, tWo eases.
Wesley 'I'aylor, c. en






















11'm. Witty, petit larceny, three cases.
Albert Cayce, cutting In aiiiiilen heat
and worths:1, and e. w
Wm Doneldson, Ostend, g
;seder false pretenses.
Jerry Semler, etit ev.
Bettie Johnson. " "
Dick Wallis, "
Dr. D. M. White, e. e. d. w.
N. M. Drunk, pettit larceny.
Chas. Kembrell, murder.
Wm Ferrill, malicious cuttieg
Joe Birker, malicious shooting.
Silas Lintleay retailing.
" " selling liquor to minor.
Alf Dossett, retailing.
. Harrison Grace, c. e. 11. w.
Warfield McClendon, atectult
tery.
Geo. II. Clark, petit larceny.
Geo. A. Green, " "
Wm. Henry, "






















Violating prohibition law : •Fal ward
Pratilier, two came; 4be White, three
cases; Geo. 4rmstrong, D. L. Farmer,
Bib Reece, E. M. btevens,
Octavius Wooaley, Alex Childs, Marcus
Young, J. E. Woottley, David Quarles,
Jack Gwent, Albert Weekly, Cherie.;
Morris, hee Morris, Geo. Weller, 'font
Owen, .1.ff Tucker, Henry Boyd, Jno.
Hargrave*, Jim Glom, Will Porter,
Jno. and Kittle Hester, Tom Owen,
Grundy Dunn, Monroe 1,ewle. E. L.
Goliout, W. H. Martin, A. R. Perkins
ate! Jas. Ricketts, twenty cases; Joe
Collard, 11. R. Long and James Ilene
seventeen Cases ; A. II. A miersoit arid J
Tate, filaren cases.
The above Is a list taken front the
docket, but there are several names
tinning those violating the prolabnloil 1\T=7...,SON (St CO.,
laws vili;icit appear whose cases ter e 
TOBACCO AND CRAW COMMISSION MERCHANTSbeen trie , under a statute authorizing




, owlet wit. 01411 &lel irregular
Wednesday aliii liole ititereat mon.
Vested, Vault', several hogshead'. of
new le f brought, fair pricest. There
were inure re' meets thati
Abertiathy Cu. sold this wet k 8
Mids. as follows:
4 New lugs, $4 i 70, 5 00,
5.50.
4 Weis. new. leaf, $ti 25 6.60, 6 80,
7.25.
M. II. Neleon Co., sold this week
3 blide. follows:
1 hhd. new logs, $6 25.
2 !Olds. new leaf, $7 25, e 00.
Sales by Gant it Gaither C14 , 30 idols.
IS follows :
1 1 Wide. old leaf $9.00 to 11 50.
13 " tiew common leaf, $6 00 to a 00.
" new lugs $3.60 to 00
Whteler Wile sold this week 38
blithe as follows:
10 blithe new med. lere$8 25 co $11 25
15 common mon lesi. $0 75 to
8.00.
13 lank. lugs, $3.25 to 5 85.
The old lienel pay a the folio who( grace-
ful tribute to the India iry of Mr. S T.
Beaumont, %Ito WIn4 for many ye trs the
leadieg to'laccurilso of the Uteri:41(11m
beta rd
It ie not our office to extol the many
excellencies of Mr. Beeinuotit'e Chrie-
tine character, nor yet to enmaerate hie
many good qualities as a citizen. This
is the work to a more facile pen than
ours. Some tate &Woe. as a tribute to
his noisily worth, we styled him the
Guard." Tiler, is one word in
the language that no a J..ctiee
Can be added to Ito import. That word
is Honor. Imagism a marble shaft, pure
white, high up above its fellows, with
letters hold relief, Honor. We loved
Mr. Beaumont; we loved poor Bish
The third mat at the Tobereo Excliatige
is Vacant. No more will he pleat:wooly
hold up his finger to the boys who keey
the book and say "Johnule, No. 1. '
Never more will he notify the boys that
"OW horn is blowing."
Ilia was a greed character. The
airy and bravery 441 keiglithood; the
modesty of a woman, sold the innocence
of childhood blemished. Toe 'Old Guard"
is off duty. No luegrr a 'endue' wattle
ing the interest of hid principal in the
busy exchange. . Now a refired vererau
ist the bivouac of heaven. The .E Mau
harps ut reels 1611110601Ce matiday
of thy redeemed glory. On the lite•book
of thy God no 13 -ctione are marked.
Thy life-is a mintier of truest manhood,
drawn from litmor'a casket
•
Saturday the farmers of south Christian
organiseti a grange ith thirty-four
nitonbere at Bells station. Ail of the
farmers are deeply hot-Fasted hi togatii-
x Ohm for mutual protection end in the
Itirmation of a so stemetle conite retive
body *Inch will aesert its ligloe. 'The
action of the agriculturalists ef e
southern portitie of the 'smutty is emi-
nently appropriate, the NNW ERA
Is hi hearty sy inpathy them
There ere, ilow three urgenia itioes of
tide liOnti in Christian county all of
which are in a flourishing condition, aud
each presided overjby wise end prudent
men. The grange is a ',misfit to a com-
munity morally, intellectually, and fl
' naticially. Let the good work go on.
Hopkineville Warehouse, I Ith and R. R. Ste.
Intapktaaville. kr• iliatinisi and Blable• tor Orionis a•d Toisaia•
T. C. it 1 M.
ELX:l lb 415 R' 37 air. Mil T'37
l'ittieRI KT( tite -
P=01=31..d=S 7.7..7-.A.R=IMOTTS=
trorrocrly of Hopkinsville Warehouse. Hailr *crest, between lOtii and UM, Hegirkineettlit. K)4,644efil I &tritium given to sampling ant riling aii Tobitc, neadaarel tem. Liberal ad- « on Tolutenar faro/M. loss' 4,4144.r..ers tor tram. and teamsters.
- - - - -
t.. %Ai Er.i.p.1: w \ Rook keeper JOHN b.
WHEELER, MILLS & CO., -
Tobacco Warehousemen, Commislion Ierchauts lad Grata Dealers,
SILVF.NTH AND It. lit eTS., HOPKINSVILI.k. h Y.
Liberal Advaaoss on Consignments AM Tolman* sent se .t..ave red by lallwrance.
N G \ ITII Elt, Manager
Kelly Happeniags.
apecial Correspondence.
KILLY ST•TION, Marell 1 -Mt. V. G.
Fields; formerly of this place, but now
of 31anitou, ., is here phasing hands
with his frientla.
Mr. E. W. Bobbitt and C. N. McCord,
deserve the mimeo( the most industrious
men of this conimunity, as they hauled
two loads of tobacco here last Monday,
while others could hardly get away from
tne lire.
Mr. Jewels le and Miss Minnie
Hy an, are to Ise warned this evening at
3 o'clock.
Mr. W. C. Crunk has been confined to
his bed for several days, but is improv-
ing at preeent, with prospects of soon
being out sgain. HEN
They Herder Ireplusville. -
"Nan's Acre Lot" closed its seison
here Wednesday night, and the company
left yesterday for New York via the C.
and 0. railroad. Mr. Pepper say s tliat
his object is to reorganize lila company
for a cauipaign later in the mason. He
was not In a bad fix, but thought It bet-
ter, considering Lent and correspond- I
ingly bad bustlers:A, to quit now than to
run the risk of twing stranded in some
one night stand. The company was




The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castor*
J. IL. 4.4aarT.Sdramisa
CANT CAITHER COMPANY,
-1•10 lekt UP OW-
Falca.sataatiir as' liMiarsEsar e,im.c:•1.11111141b•
Tobacco and IR be •t Commilitaimis 1Reatkirovillto, y..
J W Metiamnie). President. Dir errs: it. N ram. 11 B ales. IC ti se ;wee. 1 utestae& M. Lipatine. A.G. Bottles.
T. II ICRXDON. HiaLLI-1114 .1 T soiweitos. riot I if
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
MIC:013 CM, ISealemanciena•
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'i Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKIWILLE, TENN.
Cash itilvancea on Tohadm in store. or in the hands of rimposisil le farmer. and deniers. •Il
TO41/14"4-0 insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is ne ad  andthen withotn written orders sot Li insure.
1:4.43)43€51‘repss 31!VICIOWO30 Tatsasszticsc•
Than any house in Ili) Western Country.
v SW.-11.- 1.,....t_ Fell E toall Mr enter, it ki st •, 'Lad ; .......i«. /4•444 II,..1. •• 0tr04,m a rpreg rimitothRan Lowe Boa al IC pp:IVOHEST GARDEN) VAR 61,...i.k......carrARL wad Ai W.F•dt:e.rliddl INN .b.ch <4-shoat bs slitabod barmt a marl for the mewl comissialto Catarawe poialloara, r
We ATLEE BURPEE & CO. PIIIIADELPH P
FARMANNUALFOR1888




Wh ich is Tr eented in Southern Kentucky by
GI-. a. X-1C.MIAIACPC11143,-
and will be sold by his corps of salesmen to the
farmers of
Cliristail Comity Surrouthllg Cottiltry.
This implement is manufactured by the
GALE SULKY HARROW MAN'F'G u0., DETROIT, MICH.,
and the gentlemen interested in the Gale Com-
, pany are composed of some of the leading busi-
ness men and agriculturalists of the west,
among them D. M. Ferry, the great seed king.
of Detroit, is president. whose name has been a
household word with the farmers all over the
world for many years.
1
We hope the farmers of this county will avail themselves
of this opporturpty in purchasing pie very l!est farriiing 1..691
nianufaeturfl.
IT IS ECONOMY TO
1BiLiv rivize Gale ?
fo,r it takes the place of Harrow, Corn and Tobacco Cultiva-
tor and Drill, and has already gained for, itself loud praise
from over.one hundred thousand farmers.
fr
Do Not Delay Buying, .
as ths33 mis.hina 3 will hs on sale here for on;
ly a few weeks.
1\T
1
In order to make room for the avalanche of spring goods now being manufactured for us
we will offer every article in our stock at
Iat tC) c::p 3Foelr Clemkt. 1-Al asktEurs. 117alvits.
Remember this sale continues only until March 1st. We have a great many more Overcoats
An
and Heavy Clothing, Underwear, Gloves, &c. than we wish to carry over and we will Sell t
RM -.11.1E1•337..a30 41COF Al".11 .3EAT.T •
We will not carry over one dollar's worth of heavy goods, if prices will sell them. They
must go and we will make prices that will sell them. We have a splendid line of
Boys' and Children's Medium Weight Suits
on which yuu can save front $1 to $8 on the suit These uoods not be too heavy for spring wear. No,ty is yotirchance to buy an Overcoat, Suit of Clothing, Pants, Underwear, Shirts, and in fact anything iA the
Clothing, Furnishing Goods or Hat Line
Remember this sale continue' 
POP, 30 r).A."'Y'S Cii\TIAltr"!
foi after this time we will hav«.tir spring garb. Come at once for we will make you the lowest prices ever named
first-class goods.
A. C. SHYER & C0.5
(Successors to John T. Wright)




























prinimg ead piddishing Co. and save money.
A wedding in high life is l!.et for the
last week in March.
Venial gocumingo.
II A YEA/t.
IRIDAY. MARCH 2 1 • •6 •
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
• margin or wrapper of
your paper shows when
• your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be I
stopped.on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
glonte alit) giortstu.
Jas. Andei son, of Hartford, is is its city.
lir. and Mrs. Bassett have retttrueil from M r.J. H. Roper, the veteran barn buil-
Loeb, t es. der from Pee due neighborhood, was in
Mr Howard Bosley, of retro% se au tows the city Friday makiug itive.tuteitte.
shis we*.
Go to A. G. Bush for boots and shoed
Mr. Sam WI te. of News'ead was Is cowl
W 'abated* y
Mr H. C. Waller. of Trenton. wag in the city
Wednesday.
Mr J. T Su wart. of rrMilorellP, waste town
W eat oesday. •
Mies Lula Hart I. on a visit to Miss Levy,
Owensboro
Mrs. Lou green is yt.ting friends is Owens-
born this week,
Mrs. Sam McGee. of Loegview, was Is the
city Wedeesday
Hoe 1.Artir r. trait er•st Crerlee. was Is
the citer WAs meek.
Mr G. Creiii Wood, of Trenton. paid our of
a •inst this week.
Miss Klein. of Hook insv ille. is visiting friends
here -Park lay Times.
C. M. Latfaain and Thos. Jones :e't for the
casters markets Wednesday.
Metcalf A ndersoo, a prondient farmer of
Howell. war in bawls Wednesday.
Mr. Freak Bueliner.oi ilookinsvilbs, was is
the city Suaalay. -Paducah Stand•nl
Cy Bock err and wife of ][..41111[• le W. Villited
the ily of Mr J A. Wooldridge this week.
J . Holland and daughter. Miss Chrimie, of
Radirdiville are visiting the family of Mr. D
K. Beard
Hon James Breathitt, of Hopkinsville
passed through the city Tuesday cm route to
Frankfort -Park City Thera.
Mr. RNA. Blakemore avid wife ap„at several
days with frieeds in the city this week. They
are cnroate to Fargo. Dakota, the home of Mr.
Rlakeinore.
Mr. M. Lipsti De left satarday to ta' e • Wane
as •torekeeper gauger in Use reverue service
under Collect.- Wood. He is &sawed to duty
at Yelvingt n.
wr mho themes, a former eitimoeoS thm
piece and now of lIe Farmers Warehouse.i..mr-
borilie, spent Astarday sad Suaday here visiting
his old friend W. T. Vaughn.
Mos Enema Wheeler. of Hispkissvilre and
His. Hits. leardeer, u1aaimah. will he Laths suseiteesente a* the "four to six" .111
cityto-morrow. th• guests of Mrs Bettie
Deese -Clarksvtlie Democrat, Monday.
lit'LES FOR SALE —Fifteen tine tuules,
ranging from 13 to 16 hands high, four
to seven years old. Oa B. S. Wooer.
Mies Susie Stites entertaineti a num
ber of her friends Friday night with a
euchre party. The evening was happily
!spent.
Frank McCarron and Harry Ware
have formed a partnership and will sup-
ply young men with hatelsocue and
stylish suits.
The NSW lEk•'11 corps of writers had
their eensatioual pencils at work on
this issue. We're bound to get the
news, you know.
Polk Canailer has two good jacks and
two due young stallions for sale. Wil
sell low for cash, or will trade for good
work mules or horses.
Mr. Ike Burnett, one of Bradley's
attorney., in the Bradley-Nehmen trial
delivered his tine speech in a crimilial
case Monday afternoon.
About one-eighth of the pepulatii in of
Hopkinseille were out toSunday 'r email
blaze. Humanity at a fire, lineally, is
as thick as dies iii August.
We will not discuss the weather. It
is too changeable for comment. We
have, during the past month, time and
again discumed it without the dis."
Rev. E. T. Bowers has returned to
Owensboro Mr Bowers made many
friends during its short etatv in Hopkins-
ville and we lit pe to see iiiin ausoiag us
entrain.
The Lenten seasons precludee the pole
Mr and Mrs Lewis. proprietors of the kotel
at Book issvf is. which was recently destrole.1
by Ire, are in the city on a •isit to their daugh-
ter, Mrs. Owen, who resides on Pop'ar street.-
Park City Times Tuesday.
TIssi following seatiemen were at the Phienix
Wedsesday: J. C isasearevs, reiasetoe; W.
R. abort. 84. Loses; Jas. H. Reed, Clasedinail:
G. A. Nays, Rochester. N. T.; W. F. Hiatt.
Richsamml, Lad.; Jno W. Baker, Paducah; E.
t:. Stone, Louisville; G D. Lilly, tadiaaspoils:
H. Black. N. Y.
A Mat to The Wise is Sulleient.
Call and ex twine prices before pur-
chasing elsewhere. I will save you
money. New furniture More, W. A.
Goseett, ninth street, opposite -John
Moajon's.
Lenten genie's.
At Grace church (Epitmopee there
will be service said lectures every Wed-
needay and Pride,- during Lent, at 3
o'clock p. in. On Good Friday at 11




W. F. leo3d to Katie Bard.
Os. W. Pyle to Klink Ryan.
ihtunses to M.. Morris, Joshua
Muriat to Iola Fox.
COLORED
Page Steel to Lizzie Crutchfield.
Ir. Proust Of.
The folleving card from Mr. J. P.
Proms is seK4xplanatory. Kr. Proem
has sufficient personal reasons Mr the
step •nal his niany friends, who had al-
ready tendered him their support may
learn same by calling on him. He
would have made a strong race and an
excellent officer, had he been elected:
• the V9ters of Ceristlast County:
have declined m isting the race fo
sheriff, and expense my Sincere tbanke




Trenton, *ouch of this city, was the
scene of a tragedy Friday. Sonnet
• prominiently connected in Todd
rounty,etiot anal killed Gilbert Jameson,
a negro ce nes •vory reputation. Young
Mlames, for be is only eighteen years
old, involute I with authority of uveraerr
on his father's farm, had under his con-
trol hired band., stripping tobacco,'
among whom was Jameson. 'The latter
of a tpierrelet rue dieposition, insulted
Mitres; when ordered to desist the
buity negro grew Insolent, at the same
seirinelfig oil the youth. The latter re-
peatedly sehnotaishe I Jameson iate to
limiest kiln. Refusing to heed the sii-
moonier) Wow, bred, with fatal effect.
Minims was ex )uterated by the coroner's
j iry, a ho rendered a verdict of aelf-de-
NUS*.
Wertby Enterprise.
The neatest and beet equipeel sewing
machine (Bice In the state of Kentucky
is no* open at Ne. 203 Main street,
(Sayer's corner) in this city. It is a
branch of the Singer Manufacturing
Company and in charge of Mr. N. I'.
Wise, a native of Webster county, who
comes well recommended to the people
of this vicieity.
fhe variety q family machines 'mow
on display will enable any lady to suit
her peculiar niece, and embraces the
°stile flog Rharetle, the Neve Vibrating
Shuttle, and the An'oruatie (single thread)
all light running high arm machinses,
and at popular prices sod favorable
Wrms.
AB kinds of machtne supplies.
quality warranted the best, a Ill he
rurrilehed at reduced priers.
The ladles are Invited to call. Miss




Apring being close at isand—or words
to that effect—everything i.i Nature is
swelling and getting ready to open.
Pursuing the natural order of things,
Bsagett & are doing the same thing
that Iltegure is engaged is, their hi...
sousing, however, comes on a tittle ear-
ly and will occur next Saturday. Their
large store room now presents • busy
'reale; It is "swelled" to Um utenost to
sccommodate the stacks upon stacks of
pew speinir and 'mint:per dry goods and
Meic army of clerks are snatching every
moment possible from hungry custom-
ers to lend a hand at the decorations go
ing on under the direction of a skilled
profemlooal tietterefor, ImporteJ for the
purpose. Their openlog will be a "big
thing" surely, and you want to join the
crowd and me the show In all Its "hoe
manes entirety of aggregated weeder s "
The one thousand presents they propose
to distribute embrace almost every thing
handsome, 'motel and unique. Every
enamor gets one.
sibility tat ga) testivitiee, but such mild
continue in favor throtiehotit the "forty
days."
Mr. Maguus A. Snodgrass, of Mar-
tinsburg, W. Va , will te married to
Mies Mary A. Campbell, of title city
Wednesday evening, March ith, at the
Baptist church.
Mr. Ed Claiborne and family have
moved to the country. Mr. Robert An-
derson and family now occupy the resi-
dence made vacant by Mr. Claiborne, on
North Main street.
The exodue of colored people from this
country is assuming gigantic propor-
tions. The cok.red people can get up an
exodus at any time if you will give them
three hours' notice.
Tom Winfree, of South Christian, has
taken a pooltion with Forbes & Bro.
Mr. Whifres is a young man of business
ability and ii. astronig addition to Mr
Forbes' efficient force.
The Methodist protracted meeting ir
"growing in grace" and ititerest daily.
There is good attendance and excellent
preaching is being done by the regular
pastor and Mr. Piner.
Miss Lulu Northingtou, who was
formerly with C. IC West, has accepted
like position with the Singer Machine
Company of this place, and would be
glad to see her friends.
Jinn W. McPherson Jr., has accepted
a position with Mr. C. M. Latham.
John is an energetic, industrious young
man and thoroughly cotaversant with
the dry goods business.
They say that a certain popular young
society mail is making a vast 'lumber of
purchases in window curtains alai other
Ito ueehold goods, and that the ladles
think it looks suspicious.
Mr. James M. Weathers, a bile gating
at the opera house last Friday night,
tell and broke his right arm at his write.
Hie phyrIcian pronounces the injury a
serious one—Elkton Progreso.
The early Lenten session this ) ear makes
few evening coetutues a necessity, but
the lack In number Is fully made up In
the elegance If not ( vravagence
with a titan they are genet' up.
The speaking meantime in the city
council will call up the spirit of the gas
queetion 1.0011. That is, the chairman
will call it up any time when the WSW
bars desire to hold a joint discussion.
Psitner Graves, cashier of the newly
organised First National bank of Hop-
kinsville, was in the city several days
ago, getting some ideas from Clarks-
ville'. typit kook Winks.—Tobacco Leaf.
Witickt,Y Now Etta 41.00 a year, with
ticket in the draw ing, Tal-W zee LY $1.00
a year with two tickets or $1.00 for six.
mouths a ith one ticket. Taif WS cash in
ad•ante, port is attrit al when time is
out.
It is believed that the boom business
will Jump off *muse heir on the Pacific
coast amid either drown or swim away
from the rountry. The country needs a
rest for recuperative purposes if nothing
more.
Some of our twerp -44)g newspaper
correspondents who are industriously
engaged in working the sensational
eteaup racket are cat :yell( guns that will
bring down an e'erhant at the distappy
ef a nnile,
IL is said that after • California sand
storm yr u taste grit in your bread for
three days, and when gettleg into a bed
you feel as though some one was sand-
papering yt tir back. We have Col.
Clark as our authority.
Under the head of "NeigLborhood
News" we give the cream of the hap-
penings all over the county. The com-
munications are all live and Interesting.
There are no long-winded dissertations,
but crisp paragraphs.
The Vuiverptliste cjosed their meet-
ings aunday night with three additions
to their church. Rev. Gibb lean earnest
and able expounder of the doctrine and
I. making quite a fsvorable impression
among the good people of our city.
Mrs. Virginia Long, daughter of Mr.
M. Li. Littlefield, after a protracted
illness died Thursday morning of con-
sumption at the residence of her father,
on Liberte street. Her eennaine were
Interred in the family burin' ground
near Crofton.
Robt. Nelson, the victim of the re- 
I PREFERRED LOCALS.' cent bagnio tragedy, was a whole-oouled
big hearted man, but like all the 
boyshe managed to follow out the regulation
Nari
schedule and "die with 'em 03." Ile
The boss jeweler, optician and watch-
maker is M. D. Kelly.
roll Sat g —A first class, new parlor
organ, cheap. Apply at this effete
Mr. Wm. Fnetoin has moved into his
may new cottage (.11 seventh tatesee
A communicatioe SIgeleal "By the
Way" fails to appear ear heck of author's
flame.
Pickturd, formerly with Jones
& Co., has tskee a position iii nine poet
office.
'Come south, young man, mud get
out of the blizztrd," is the way southern
papers put it now.
Toni Petree has accepted a position
with N. 'rebel & Co , and WIII be glad
to see and serve his friends.
Fon R1LNT.—Teo cottages on Bryant
street. Four rower in each. Apply to
Da. L. B. HICKSI•N.
roaders and hie remains were properly
cared for.
Last August, on election duty. Phil.
Bell, colored, went to Pembroke to do a
little "influential work." While there
he came in vontact with Mr. Frank B.
Richardson'. list, and a black eye was
the coesequenee. The assaulted Arri-
ve's him instituted suit for $500 against
Mr. Richardson.
Mr. Turner is Malting tine progress
soliciting subscriptions to the South
Kentileky Telephone Company. He
lacks but a few names of having the re-
quisite number. Tim rooms over the
First National Bank, lately occupied by
the B & 0. telegraph c Mate, have been
!muted as • ceutral station.
The Louisville Times says editorially:
"From all over Kentucky come reports
of preparation tor an enormous tobacco
crop this year. Thus high prices, the
result of reduced production, ere to
cause the planting of more of the "de-
mon weed" than the world can chew.
Truly, it never rains but it pours."
in la) ing the foundation for the fu-
ture growth of Hopkinsville ae must
lay them broad and deep, and the first
steps to be taken should be in the di-
rection of making needed city Improve-
Bente. We cannot look .forward
through the golden sunlight of anticipa-
tion without a 10011 lotion to gelid upon.
Col. Al. Clark wishes It distinctly un-
derstood that he will not accept the
Republican nomination under any cir-
cumstances. "I am out of politics" he
said to a New KEA man "and will not
consent to take upon my shoulders the
cares of state or to yield a lucrative
practice in my choeent profession for the
paltry sum of $50.000 per year.
J. E. McPherson, J. B. Braden and
Ira Smith, the Hopkineville bankers,
were in the city this week. Rumor has
It that these gentlemen were here look-
ing over Clarksville with a view of es-
tablishing a banking institution here.
The inaluceniente offered are certainly
very favorable, am] we hope the rep rt
may be true.—Cisrksville I mayn't.
CE.
had many warm friends among the rail- We are still in the
business, and don't you
ed, as some persons
have led people to be-
lieve). It never was
closed. We are hard at
work and will turn out colors that was ever in Hopkinevitie.some of the handsom-
est vehicles ever pro-
duced in Hopkinsville.
Our past record for
first-class work will be
equaled if not surpass-
ea, in the future and
our endeavor will be to
please our patrons by
giving them good work
at moderate prices. We
will handle eastern
work as usual and will
give you the best bug-
gy for the least price
und we will have some
very fine ones this sea-
son, and in repairing
we will meet any com-
petition, do your work
for as little money and
give better work than
any shop in town
Don't forget that the
shop is still running
and never was closed.






near the rock spring,
where it always was.
Again come. the demand for a mar-
ket house le llopkInnevi he. For capi-
talist*, it woeld be an levestweet that
would pay dividends from tile start.
People near the city are •rrangeig this
year to ral-e vegetables for the home
market, and it Is a move in the right di-
rection. It sill benefit the farmer as
well as the city. By all means give us
a market house.
McEirees Wine of Ca.elui is for sale

















Judge Kelly heard the application
of Somme' Hester last Tuesday, for
license to sell a hishy by the quart at
Huntsville, near a here Trigg and Chris-
tian corner on the Tennessee line.
There was quite a strong remonstrance
urged against the application. The
case was argued lengthily by the at-
torneys, but the court deckled not to
permit Internee to be taken out.—Cadiz
Telephone.
Maggie, the little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Pyle, died at their residence
on South Main street, Tuesday evening,
ofi congestive chill. She was in her
fourteenth year. Her bright sweet face
will be sadly neared, not only by the
bereaved household, but by her friends
and schoolmates, among whom there
T mwas no greater favorite. he reains
were interred at the city cemetery Thine-
day afternoon.
Kentucky mutat look to its laurels in
the matter of being pre-eminently the
land of "pretty girls, fast horses, and
fins whisky." Manitowact county, Wis-
consin, doesn't brag much OH its horses,
but it does prove up the claim of having
an astonishingly great amount of hand-
some women, and now the government
revenue officers are kept very busy fer-
retting out the Illicit stills and chasing
the "moonstilners" who have made Its
sylvan fastnesses their abode.
The other afternoon, just as the sun
was sinking In the west, as we were re-
turning to the sanctum, we beheld a
man who had fallen hy the wayside,
half sitting and half ly leg on the
"mounting block" near Stlyer'd corner.
Too moch "prohibition" had mede him
tired. We etopped to give expreesion
to the inspired words
"He WI on cold gray *bona,
While the sun in the west is sinking;
Why look, he so sail' cause his head ache. had
From a little too much drinking."
Editorially we call attention to the
card of John W. Mcl'hereon in this le-
sue. Ile I. allowed under the bill re
cently passed, to practice in all courts
except the ethed11011 pleas court, over
which lie presitiee. And as many per-
sons may think he is debarred trona prac-
tice by his appointment as judge, It is
fair to make OM etaten ent, In order
that his clients and the public generally
may fully timieretaind the situation..
The Colored Velituelty Rittetrels, who
gave ;lune a creditable exhibition at the
opera:house here recently, are prepar-
ing to take the road and will likely ex-
hibit at Trenton, Allensville, Hopkins-
vIlle awl other point.* within a few
weeks —Elkton Progress.
Generally speaking the people of tide
city are peaceably disposed, but we warn
Elkton not to try us too Tar. l'he at-
tention of the Light Guards is called to
this matter, with the request to hold
themselves in readiness for immediate
service. The city council is asked to
quarantine against Elkton.
Mr. ii. F. Beaumont, one oh the oldest
and most highly respected men of
Clarkeviiie, died at his residence in that
city Sunay morning after and illness of
several days Mr. Beaumont was a lit-
eral public spirited eitivn, whose life
was foll oh fieneroto deeds of disinter-
eited charity. He Was one of nature's
honest men During his eventful life
lie was entrusted with many responsible
offices. For many years he was presi-
dent of the tobacco board and at the
time of his death was president of the
First National Bank. The 10111e1 of such
a man will be felt 1,1 (.14110111ille.
'file Lotus Literary Society held an
open session in parlor at Bethel Fe-
male college, Friday evening. klieses
Joule White and Misrule Hord made
rOtatios ocniure titan ordinary &e-
metic powei and their elocution was
excellent. Miss Porter Lowry told the
story, `"l'he Gypsy's faith," in fiee
style and Miss ()die Hollingsworth read
a graphic discriptIon of Mt. Vernon.
The songs for the evening were all taken
from Gospel Hymn's No. 5. Rev. T. J.
Barrow delivered an interesting and
Instructive address on "Jr zebel." His
lecture was cunningly contrived, well
delivered and heartily applauded.
What came near being a seeioue ere
%vas arrested tiiitiity evening by the
prompt response of the lire company to
the slarm. A frame house belonging toIn thie issue will be found a notice of '
a colored woman named Hap Leavell,the sale of some valuable land by G.
adulated in rear of the block belongingCross Wood, administrator of H. J. 
Wharee & Kelly, on Webber street,Wooel, deceased. It will 
pay you to beto
took tire and the wind, which was blow-
present at the sale, which occurs at the
uourt house door in Oils city on May
1st, if not *old privately.
A great many communications have
been received this week, but some of
the correspondents fall to state whether
they wish to go down or. the list as
regular writers and thus have the paper
sent to them. If you do address a per-
sonal letter to "Sprro; Maw Es*".
-.•••
tee`
ing at a furious rate from the north,
fanned the Mimeo until it began to look
very threatening to the adjscent build-
ings, Le. as stated, the engine arrived
in time a- throw a stream of water upon
tlie I se, end the flames was soon un-
der eontrol. The building was almost
totally demolirlied, the upper story be-







believe the shop is c os- &frail Tiey Have Coe!!
liAinElLEL.W?
While they last we will sell
the following named goods at
prices that .will make your
hair stand on the end.
1 lot full size colored bed
spreads worth $1.50 our
price. 50c
Felt balmorals worth 90c,
our price. - - 25c
1,000 doz. men's 4 ply all
linen standing collars all sizes
former price 25c our price. 5c
1,000 men's and bOys' fan-
cy silk ties in nice colors




1 lot men's silk bows 10c
4 papers good needles 5c
5 papers pins, 14 rows 10c
Ladies' bustles 10c
1,000 gross assorted dress
buttons 2 doz. for Sc
Kentucky cotton -
1 lot corsets - 15c
1 big lot kid gloves, per
pair - -
1 lot whisk brooms - 10c
3 styles ladies' fancy hose
per pair - Sc
Linen napkins, white ancl
bordered, all fringed, rr
dozen 45e
Ladies' white handker-
chiefs, 2 for - 5c
1 lot ladies' hemmed stitch
slightly soiled 10c
1 lot ladles white cuffs per pair - Sc
1 big lot tucking eombe, well worth
35c, your choice - - - - 5c
1 loz, men's 'err b nelere I handker-
chiefs - - - - - 5c
1 immense lot children's woolen hats
sold for 35-40-45 50c, your choice 10&15e
1 lot dress poplins in good stylish
colors. per yard - - - - 51-2c
A lot of other goods too numerous to
mention which will go equally as low.
Come early and get first choice.
N. B. SIIYER.
We will receive new hats and bonnets
this week.




IVe have an immense stock of seed
oats and clover Peed, the best the mark-
et affords, at Rocx Burnam l'xicza.
Forbes & Bro.
Nice presents at our open-
ing for ) oung and old, Satur-
day. March 3rd.
BASSETT & CO.
THERE IS NO MAN
living or dead, who C110 repair a Sewing
Machine better tlian C. E WEST,
The Sewing Machine Man.
Come to our opening and
we will make it interesting





zer and Pure Cream
Cheese, Sour Kraut,
Mackerel.
Oysters in bulk re-
ceived daily. We keep
our own wagon and de.
liver at all hours of the
day. We also deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate,
Nos. 10-14, Virginia St.,
bet. 0th and 7th.
heavell's Drug Store.
Buckner Leaven, successor to J. R.
ArmIstesil, Ines his new drug store full
of fresh drugs, medicine'', chennieale and
the largest stock of the finest cigars in
town. Ile is making a apecisity of toi-
let articles and would call the attention
of the holies to his ,,iiperb extracts for
tito itandkerchlefe. These extracts are
Imported and are tile best on Cie mar-
ket. He has also the handsomest line
of stationery ever brought to this city.
Hie prescription department is pre-
sided over by Dr. J. It. Armistead.
Your prescriptions are solicited and will
be filled with the purest drugs and with
the greatest care and accuracy. Ills
prices are moderate. Come and exam-
ine his goods and you will be pleased.
FEED MEAL.
Our crusher is again in working order
Parties can have corn and oats crushed
any day, eio disappointment. We keep
this Feed Meal fur sale in any quantity
at our wareroom. We are also making
atur celebrated PEARL Mast.
MC0E:a MILLS CO.
te'
The finest and Photostat stock of wool-
en goods at F. 'I'. Gorman's. Every-
thing new In spring and summer
weights. The nicest combination of
begs leave to say to his customers and
the publlic in general, that after 20
years in buying, he has the choleeet
goods this spring that ever was his
pleasure to offer to the public. Call and
be eonvinced at
F. T. GORMAN'S,
No. 11, 7th Street.
One thousand presents
given away on our opening
day. Bassett & Co.
A world of beautiful things
and wonderful bargains at
Bassett & Co's. Spring Open-
ing:
Follow the crowd to Bas-







4 rooms on the West-
side of Jesup avenue,
HOW IS THIS! with all necessary out-buildings, lot 80x206.
Building all new. Will
sell at a bargain as the
owner wants to leave
the city.
We will rent or sell a
brick dwelling on Elm
street, large lot.
35 acres of splendid
farming land just out
of the city for rent.
On the Cox's Mill road,
near city limits, dwell-
ing with 7 acres of land.
Cottage, 3 rooms on
Princeton street, price,
8.50 per month.
1 Store-room on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
Cottage on South
Campbell at. Price, $15
per month.
For Sale.
A frame cottage on
Elm St., with 4 rooms.
Large lot. Rented for
this year at $10 per
month.
At A Bargain!
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We wilt
sell at a bargain. The purchaser to re.
wove both buildings at once.
Fire and 'fornado Insurance written in
first-class Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loano a specialty with
US.
We roat houses and collect rents, and
pay tames for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Canis & Co.
Main street. Post-office building.
Ti Year Interest.
If any one wishes to know why there
Is so much interest taken let the Nation-
al Garment Cutter, they will see the
reason in the follevekng thoti,
No article co.toisines more ef the es-
set:alai testures of success—utility, sim-
plicity and cheapness, combined with
large profits and no competition—than
doer tine Garment Cutter.
No article ever introduced into any
C011110Ullity Is neetied more. This ex-
plains the demand for the Cutter. Then,
it is so simple that a school girl can use
It.
But the question that it particularly
interesting to the people just pow is
this: Can there be eny money made in
twilling it?
., Tine compely handling this invention
do not claim that every one going into
the work will make a fortune, but they
give terms whereby an immense amount
of money can be made, and they give
the reasons for the claim aa this If a
man eontrole lilt territory end eons only
one Cutter per day each working day in
the ray., he will make clear $3,034.50;
or leaner one Cutter per day by his own
effort and three per day by his agents
he will clear $4,382 per year. Any bus-
iness man will see at once that it will
give an opportunity to make imniseeee
profits. If a man should control half a
dozen counties in Ida distehe awl put
agents out at work he van make good
big motley, and tlere Is tw reason for
not. There te uo doubt whatever that
the ieartuent Cutter is all that is claimed
for 0,, and that its great merits have
ever been exatoserated. Active agents
end tio difficulty whatever in intro-
ducing tine Cutter, as ite 'merits and
great lemplIcity recommend It on first
sight. The many recommendations it
has receive number of which have
been published in these columns—show
this to be true, and we cannot doubt,
Judging from the experienced people
who have taken hold of this Cutter, that
it is one of the finest in ventiotis of the
present age. They want every one that
is interested in this work to call on
them anti exaruine it mei see for them-
'elem. They will he pleased to show
every man, avenue and child in itiris-
tiara tenuity the National Garment Cut
Let. By callingon Brotibeit & Sterling.
at the rooms in McDaniel block, oppo-
site poet-office.
Voluble Timber Laud For Sale.
The owner. offer for rale a tract of timbered
land lying in I hristian counte,Kentuck), about
one mile east of Kelly Station. This hand was
formerly aT erostoaunosed Ii) 11 T. Wood, deceased. The
ie% ALC11"451111•
all timbered and contain, it large amount of
good saw timber The tract will he mold private-
ly as a whole or in parcels to suit purchasers
who are referred to I) II. Taylor or Kugene
Wood, at Hopionsville, Ky Cat. James A.
Boyd, of Kelly station will Mow this land to any
one wishing to look at it' 
Ifnot sold priaatelv before that time, said
land, and a &Mail Inset lying on the Greenville
road, its miles north of Hops 'nay ills, adjoining
Om land at Biggersta1 and belonging" to the
*meteor H J Wood, deceased, 
H 
will be offered
for sale publicly at the Court ouse dour, in
Hopkinsville, Ky., on the drat Monday in May.
1m4
The title is unquestionable.
Terms will be made known attsieraswootjo.f
U. 
cz
Adair. of IL J. Weed, dee'd.
Metz & Timothy,
The Cheapest Dry Goods House in Town
Offer's Special Bargains
r  IS WEE
IN
Carpets, Matting and Rugs.
A LARGE LOT OF
REMNANTS AT YOUR Oyili FIGURES.
Call When in Town and Examine Our Coods and Prices
5,000 YARDS AT 10 CTS.
We will open next Monday or Tuesday 5,000 yazds of Hambunt
Edging at 10c. per yard. It will pay you to wait and examine this lot
before purchasing.
Metz 4SL Timothy




300 PIECES HAMBURG AND SWISS
EMBROIDERIES!
10: Pieces Fine Torchon Lace!
50 Pieces Irish Points Lace!
FLOUNCINGS, ALL THE LATEST NOVELTIES!
New Ginghams, Lace Curtains, Spring Goods
ARRIVINC DAILY.
M PI3I c 0011'.58.
Attention, Farmers!
Tobacco Cloth I Cents Per Yard!



















not keep White Cloud Soap
for sample cake to Use mato-.

















-.ad All rwilaffir iu
Arkansas and
. Texas
Through Thews are sow Os Sale. Callon or
address
B. F. MITCHELL.




Our oldest chit I. now six y•srs of age. when
its in ant six months old was ailacied w. h •
vtru rut. ataltanent 14.0 dim mw. All or ,lnary
rem. i1 'a (*flies s eslled Our family ph, air atm
who at emptad I. cure Ii; but it -p earl Willi
•Imost Inc It' l. rs pont., until the lower par.
two of he italic fell oia'• person, trots the tidal.
ii rot Ith. bark do • n t.h ea urea. MY use solid
rash. es' psiofol. holriw4Jr6d Mal le ions.
We had lie rest at n56 be pear* by na
rapaii.„ We sere Iola Ss try QiIrri
algarings. The • Merl was sistply s.
lath see* Nor w lire was
ene.i.ger, 1,-,.,,aglreli ir:eetar, a'
wa.o• ii 111.3*.. tboun$ he at never ',eve
*Haw • 4 i*rosi *entire ystr reusestoe* step, ids ie. at to- ayte Me a tong.
Isisaltby rhat.t psi fer.ly well Ito rett..tition of
ItheehmettetUvtig et er occurred.
(.EtI. R. SMITH,
Ally at Law and ax-ProcAtt'y, Aohland,t).
RIF ILKILNC : J. G. Telma, Druggist. %stinted, 0.
Thonsards of Children
Ar• born LAW quo world every .1 tv with some
ergematioua affection, eaUeli as uolk cruet. scald
bead, se or I. or dandruff, sure to develop into a•
asoloxiirtets.esua. the itchifc, turning. and
di•fig- Odium a whith Make BB 3 prolonged
torture *sew propwrly treated.
A I arra bath iatth LI Tit:Vet Si) a r. an ex •
outwit, skin Bea oh der, and a single application
of Crewe* e, the Onset Senn (not, WAD • IMMIlt
Cl? ellitA harlot rit2.111w New MkeidPuriller.
are ?gee se tricielso le street tee enigmas er the
d ones" emit moist te • dowdy and prrIllanent
cureH nce. no moth r who loves her children, who
takes pr de la their be•uty. Purity, health. mid
in beerow tog upon Mein it child, greatest tether-
ttame.-a skiu without a blenosh, and a laxly
lasuri•lhed by pure blood,- shout,' tail to tibiae
&Sal of the. 111(1 IA RutcIrsihis.
lotd eiterywhere Pests.. 1. t Ses.;
Soar. :sr.: stasonvase. $1. Prepared by Viii
Poi-reit lint •ii.0 Lilian. AL , Boston,
Mare.
ifrSend f-r 
"How to Lure Skin !sleeves,"
eges..60 illustration* anal :00 test uweials
Baby' a Skis and Scalp 
perverted sad bienni-
led by CtTlCtiA 11111 OW crap SOAP.
- -
gl 
Aching Side. aud Back. Ilip, koin.•
and Utra hsse rain.. he m h: Stat, riate%
Neuralgi,.E/Isistyand Shooting Palm..
re eyed in owe Sinai* lie the I iitieura Anti-
Pain Fleeter Ille. first and ouly pale-killing




JL- refuse iJetanty maul  
NUONSTRUATION aleNTELLY filICEDENWS.
taw Mime 110 0111...11
Vert =Liars, Wosesist,
Zniamenta Adgista. Oa









Cease Street. 011.- riaale's
Hopkinsville, • Kentucky.
t T ,IpLE
fieuiro & Nike R. R.
54)cTe.1110FCX10.
Mixed.
Leave, wesaborn AMA p. ns. Gala. WI.
Leases Central City • all,. a. ell* a. a.
Areives at Russellville lisp. in 1:111p. a.
Leaees Kuemlivilte   110.141 a.m.
Ora pin
Ames at Adairville .111 00 a. in.
r re p
NORTH BOC D. ,
Leaves Adairville   4631 a on.
48.00 cm
•rrives at Itasselletlie IS VI p in
(4 Ou p. 1111
Leaves Resseq•ille :AK a. in. at5 a. a
...eaves Central Cdy 11 06 a. m 1 61) p. to
trrl see at Owensboro 10.41 a. tn. 4 44 p. 01
.1 T HARAHAN, Gera'Man'gr, Louisville.
C 
IL X. M NN Supt.
a , Owensboro, Kr
ruevirmaia 4.4211441110111 Ban.? r.crra.
Tbe Light csaaehtlemesser
P'PA..T 3C 8 'I' I 2•T
B. TROMPion. Massive
111% SAAB. Clerk.
Wrill leave Rvaserifis f Cannelton daily
=citsuastilltstestock. • =Arbitrate
Sessmitag. lair•es (Annette* dale LI lisp.
anadey exempted. asel Oraellabore at I p. is
strwhar MCI stale
Leaves Z• Is. is. sharg.
sp. tn. sharp
Pare auswil Clip oil Elundae, bet rast
purchased by thestmeni
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We ?says a full stock on hand of all sizes. We
Warrant every wagon to give perfect sansfac-
non or refund the mosey. Buy your wagers
at home where the warrantee is good.
We row bare is our employee forewan of our
warn and machine department, Mr. G. W.
IP era tiler, of ft arradolourg Re thoroughly un-
derstands repatriag all kinds of mat-tatters aridar . We iamb to call atteetlim IbsI
our farimittes are arch Chat we ran repair your
aeparatore Wetter mel for IC.. Rooney Shea en/ -

















Our stock 5 eonapkne in all departmeeta.
:neve can tie relied on as being low.
Lacsaid rciernipsofeta sist le.and an. pieyeac. toCorrifil:
itspkinsville,
a 
se sad vehicles to so livery us tem
Forti En..11me sheen Aneseetion iseerverhers 
THU oeltAT
Through Trunk Line
Within Change al in Sped Ihrtraled
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST ROUTE
1-wir N. Letitia, granevide and flendersz-it
te the
SOUTHEAST & SOUTH
THR(WOR osiAt'llift from ahoy. ettito to
Nesaeoter•not .lisassiosessra, making direst cos-aectios• with
P1.1.11/3:2.0.3:1 E-a.letess Coals
For Athol, Sloven nah, Maws, Jacksoaellie,lad points lb raven'. •
l'Aulorovoll rag& at Ratbre sad Beamvide KAM u.saui
NORTH, T, IITH WEST
EMIGII e lines.. ea•%„) line of this road willreceive •pecia low notes.
ws kgenta of thio Company for sates, rouse,he tie write, C. P. ATMORE, 6. P• & T A.






ran te sold in every family I/
He/relight than thrOeurdInsry letups
Stead I biro, awe sense See ease-pleas Innate and be eseivisseed-
s lush u1sclUre a large line of




The Totem and Largest Hotel is tee ekr.
Kates 11111.00 te S4•00 Pee Roy.
According to Rooms
Turkish and Reasien !intim In Hetet
iJUCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excel.ence
ARIOSA
OOFFEEr is kept in all first-Massi Meer m the Atlantic to the Pacific.41 COFFEE
Is avenue good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
• Concord Notes.
Special Crorreaporyie Deo .
UNCOISH, Ky.. Fel). 29 -Mr. J01111
Bitteit, WhIt luarried a short time •
has rented a farm near Kelly's
awl rommenced ItPusekell trig.
tO 
Mr. Zack Ryan has had the misfortune
loose 0110 Of 14 twin boy's. 
Mr. Frank Wright ;contemplates giv-
ing softener and social party to cele-
brate his wife's birthday early in March.
The young people anticipate having a
great deal of pleasure at the occatdou
Mr. Varighn'o fanny have been
very sick with measles; they are ail
VoliVeleat'etit, w iii the elLeeptbull of Mr.




HADDOCK'S I•c11001.- Roma, Feb. 28-
I am little girl ten years old and if you
will allow me space itt your valueable
paper, 1 will give you some news from
this Owe.
Bev. Mr. Lstub preached Saturday
and Sunday at Union Chapel to a fair
audience.
Mr,. Harriett Nekton is spending the
week with her brother, Mr. Watkins, of
Todil county.
Mrs. Smile Wolf visited her father
Mr. Templeton, of Sharon Grove, last
veer k.
Miss Mollie Hall Is speeding Me week
with Miss Josie Putty. Hosts
Fear's School. Heise.
Special Correspondence.
Fitaa's .'...:ctiool..-Houtsa, Feb. 26sh -
Veen Fassbinder, age sixteen, died ot
the pneumonia -fever last Saturday at
his house near Grlesoni'is Chapel.
Rev. J. M. Spurlin is oonductIng a
series of meetings at our school-house.
Gus Robinson has been for a short
time walking 011 his head. He is a
grwud-pa, you know.
' Tabby," last week unintentionally
omitted the leading attraction at the
Leather-ball-Mrs. Kate Meacham, blue
silk, opals. oriental lace and natural
doeers.
Mr. William Stanley is visiting Mr.
West Meacham,
Jim Towers bought of Ben Johnson
three fine mules last week, at $ 450 cash.
Minas% A.
News From Fruit Hill.
Special CzrreapOndenCe.
Feuer HILL, Feb. 28.-Some editors
caution their correspondents that
oilers they have no news they are not
expected to write but if the
New ERA puts such restrictions around
the undersigned, the corraspondesce
would not fill &column of the paper du-
ring the year, but we do Cie best we
earl.
The Baptiets see holding a protracted
ineellog at the scbookhouse in this die-
triet. James apurlin is the preacher.
He hasn't aroused very much interest
yet, but he is making sense points.
John W. Wicks la buying tobacco at
this place, and he is paying the farmers
all it is worth, lie la also hiring all
the hands in the neighborhood that
want to hire.
John W. Richardson hiss taken the
contract to bring our mail from the
Fruit Hill office to this place, a distance




Mrs. Geo. Bar to his beenquite
ill, le. luip
Mr.aellgrchett and sister, Miss Farris,
;It the city shopping, Thuroday.
Gee of our high minded and influen-
tial society boys has determitied to win
the affection id • country maid. Would
say by way of eneouragemetst, if the
young man will commit his poetry to
memory 'Rid recite to the young lady lie
will be moist successful, perhaps. No
effencemisent, only a bit of advice.
Mr.Chas. E Hord, who received a
Patuftil hut on his foot, is otble to walk
again.
Mr. Howard inivell'e little child is
"The school at Perry'e Acsderny under
the managetneut of Prof. Sam Lackey
is flourishing. Boys and girls should
take advantage ot this golden oppor-
tuarityaere it's too late.
Mr. 'Vase Morris registered at "Oak
Valley," Sunday; collie agate Tube;
she will be at home, perhaps.
A party of young folks chaperoned by
Megrrs Fruit and Forbes enjoyed a
ameal lit lie dance at mit's; 'school 'louse,
Saturday night.
`'Uncle Jack" Conway met with what
what came near being a serious accident
the other day. Ills nephew accidently




SSLI'BRIS, Kr., Feb. 2S.-Mrs. W. '1'.
Rawleue and daughter, Mies Garry, of
Cadiz, were the guests of the glares
Rawlene last week.
Mr. l'. M. Farnsworth, salesman tor
the well known Music 110tItle of Jessie
Frame'', Nashville, was in our town hue,
week.
Miss Bettie Hooker has returned home
after a week's visit to friends in the
country.
Mr. Herman Graham, of Pembroke,
W55 In our town last week.
Dr. N. P. Morison, of Pembroke, was
seen quite often here last week.
Esq. l'enick's little daughter is quite
Mr. James Girene passed through here
last Sunday on his route to Pembroke.
Rev. J. M. Gill, of Elkton, preached
here Sunday.
The remains of George Pereoua, Lark
ored, who was killed In the recent cy-
clone et Mt. Vernon, Ill., were brought




Aerrioce, Kr., Feb. 24.-Mies Mollie
Long paid a flying visit to this neigh.
borhood today.
Mr. G. Cannon is visiting hie brother,
who is sick near Fruit H111.
Mr. Tom Racoon Is al; agent for J. R.
Groon & Co. He will take orders for
fertilizer, seeds, plows, and anything a
farmer need,.
Mr. Frank Long is happy its a
girl.
Irvin Voeter Weyer. his hands and
(+quails; it's a boy. Par.
SNOTHEit
Special Car rewoodence.
Arertoce, Kr ,Ft-b. 25.-Rev. Ii. F.
Perry will preach here next Sunday,
inorniag and night.
Mr. H. F. Vanlinoeer has found his
mare, which was etolen lad Tireadav.-
:So much for advertising in the New
Lei -Editor.]
Mr. Jessie Willis is working for Mr.
John Wolf this year.
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Wolf visited Mrs.
Wolf 'a mother last Sunday.
Metiers. John W. Phillip. and W. W.
Ralston are anticipating a trip to Todd
county Saturday.
The young folks had a lively time at




Ked.tr, lie., Feb. 27.-Mrs. Jane
Brasher is visiting her sister, Mrs. Alex
Ferrell, near Larkins Poetotlice
Miss Tennle James, of the Mt. Car-
bet neighborhood, is staying with her
wean, Miss Mary Lewis, who has been
quite ill for some weeks past.
Mrs. Sallie Hall and family, of Clark
County, Kau., are visiting her lather,
John M. McCoril, near Uhalybeate
Spring's.
Mies Viete.-4 Brasher has prolonged
her stay in Hopkinsville, much to the
regret of her marry friends Ill this vicin-
ity.
Misses Mollie Brasher arol Colic
White were the guests of MIMI Annie
and Rfite Boyd, Thursday.
Miss Lizzie McCord has returned home
(rota a visit to Miss Alice Perkins, of
your Oily.
Mr. I'. H. Cotton and Mrs. Alsadie
Renshaw were united in mirriage last
Monday night, Rev. P. W. Boyd offici-
ating.
Little lila Canister has been staying
with ler aunt, Mrs. McCord, this week.
Mr. Jesse Rateliff, • tombstone agent,
was the guest cf P. 11. Pyle Tuesday.,
EMMA.
--_---• -.Om- 0--
A onsefarnied boy in Augusta saved
four persons from drowning; but Dr.
<Bull's Cough Syrup has saved its thou-
sands from consumption.
The use of highly seasoned selmel
food and alcoholic drinks are the predlis-
posing causes of gout. Wireu aware of
It. presence lose no time in procuring
Salvation tril. It kills pain. 25 cen tn.
Pee Dee items.
Special Correspondence
l'it3 Dag, KY., Feb. 25 -The dry
goods firm rat Hauituond dt Wail, at this
place, has been disolved and J. C. Mar-
tens is holding forth at the old stand.
J. I. Longacre is down in the bottom
doing all he can to hold John down.
The taru.ers of this section are very
bud) hurtling plant land, and if we
judge from the efforts being put forth
there will be a large crop of the weed
plant& d.
The w heat crop is not looking as well
as we would like to see it, owing to the
protracted dry weather last fall.
I went to Little River to church last
Sunday; heard a good sermon on
d minces with an accompaniment of good
music. We eau truand the money talk
when we have pod; smithc to relieve
the monotoby.
The latest sensation of the neighbor-
hood is the discovery of a new species
of anitnal by our esteemed friend, Mr.
Jae. Redd, and as he has not been able
to mune him, a description is necessary.
Lite animal lives and thrives best in tile
low, flat lands near Mr. Redd's farm.
When he stands up he sits down and
when he sits down he stands up, and
ellen be wean be goes by j-rks, full
live feet at *jerk, and into the water
eye foremost, crying "you Jim; you
Jim." If you should find a name suita-
ble for the animal, please inform Broth-
er Redd and thereby greatly relieve his
mind. Tsi • O'SHANTKR.
Casty Fish-bar Joints.
CASISY, KY.,. Feb. 24.-Mies Kursk*
Fuqua returned to flopkineville, Tues-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. W. War-field spent
Wednesday with Ilopkinsville friends.
Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Whitlow and
and Mrs. S. E. Lloyd spent Saturday in
Hopkinsville.
Misses Fannie Garnett and Bell Hen-
ry are being entertained by friends in
Pembroke this week.
WO Mollie Radford is visiting friends
in Clarksville this week.
Hart C. Bransugh spent Monday with
friends in the capitol of Christian coun-
ty.
Mr. Robert Han, of St. Charles Is the
guest of his brother-in-law, Jaen C. Box-
ley, this week.
Sunday night'. Morm did no particu-
lar damage In this locality beyond scar-
1 ing some of the peep..
Another good Democrat registered
Sunday night. Col. Robert Rives is the
happy (ether of a ten pound boy.
Col. Albert Kelly reterned recently
from a two weeks, visit to friends in
New Orleans.
The ladies of the Baptist church here
have formed a guild for the purpose of
soliciting and arrataging contributions
to their church fund. Everyone should
aid in this good work liberally. The
first meeting was held at "Rosewreatii,"
Mrs. N. G. Brasher's beautiful cottage,
and the society organized for immediate
work. The man who gives tile most to
aid their cause stands* good chance to
be our next preddl1111--efter Grover gets
weary. Oadi Mute lessor .
After Three Tears.
W. F. Walton, oh Springfield, Tenn.,
says: '•I have been suffering with
Keuraigia in my face and head off and
on for three years. I purchased a box
of Dr. Tanner's Infallible Neuralgia
Cure and took eight of the pills. I have
not felt any symptoms of Neuralgia
since. It gives we pleasure to recom-
mend it." Sold by all druggists.
WHAT CONSTITUTES A GOOD FIT
IN A DRESS?
This is the question that has of late
been asked many times, and if the Gar-
Meet Cutter people should aueomplish
no other good, the fact alone that they
have been instrumental in arousing such
thoughts and having thee' followed to a
legimate conclusion is of sufficient
value to conpeneate for the cost.
Our people are realizing the fact that
there is soomething wore in a fit of a
dream then the chmessega with which it
clings to the body. It should be stylish,
easy arid graceful, but many ladies sup-
pose that if it Ails °lode to the form and
does not wrinkle too niueh, it le a good
fit. The same pattern's) perhaps know
better, but they do not stop to think. A
dress may be, according togeueral ideas,
a good at; but in l'aint's inscription of s
woman full toilet, we find '•a laced-
up scaraber mounted on hard-polished
claws. Their dresses are a periect tit,
according to the rode of woman, hut not
as an artist would have them Under-
neath their silken toldo are plainly seen
the harsh ridge of their eorsele &siting
across the bust and the long burled lines
of bones. There is no inure sense of
movemerit beneath than if they were
clad in cepa iron or plaster.ol-parie."
Cali any one call such a perfeetly tit-
ling dress? another thieg that is nearly
lost aght of--beauty of outline iri form.
Think tat the &trove diseription and thee
contrast it with tie- easy, graceful tat!or-
made suits thaf that we sometlitues see
produced by our beet workmen. los
these, every line is perfectly proportioned
and turn to the artists idea oh the beaU.1-
ful. Many dressers are cut in every
particular just the same as they were
ten years ago, with noloore idea of the
perfect in form and eutlirie than if such
a thing did iinst esist. Any woman who
has *ern a dress Illessrording to the
use/dem idea 0041 gg. will bear its
out in thee- statements. Just think of*
women wearing a dress iii which she
cannot take oft her hat or ever) stoop
down to pick up a plate of gold thst
may be lying at her feet. Wouldir't
Liberty cut a pretty figure enlightening
the world in duck a ersetinue.
Much better take the diecrIption of
Sara Bernhardt as given in dress: She
walks the stage In her clothes a free and
graceful woman. Instead of controlling
her, she Ilurniikatso them. Tiney obey
every movement of her body and ac-
cononny, but do not conceal It. On the
stage her presenve is a ouggesti in of
posses, gemiires, InOVIMIlellle; Melting,
distenlvIng 0 le hito the other, in
unbroken narniony.
naopsEur A STERLING,
McDa.riei Building, Opposite Postoffice.
At Deluth, Minn., by all explosion of
dynatnite in a railroad cut seven men
were wounded, two fatally.
D14 You ever!
W'. H. Revels, M. D., of Baltimore,
Md., says: "I have been In the prac-
tice of medicine for over eighteen years,
but never have I seen the equal of Hod-
ges' Sarsaparilla. It has worked ruira-
cies here In curing Rheumatism and
Scrofula. Have almost come to the con-
clusion that I cannot practice without
It." Sold by all druggists.
What is this Diseasa that is uoming !
Upon Us?
Like a tkief at ni44 it steals
in upon us 111/111A ales. The pa-
tients have pains als,mt the
chest and sides and sometimes
ill the back. They feel dull
and sleepy; the mouth has a
had taste, especialiy in the
morning. A sort of fst IA). SI 'tile
collects about the teeth. The
appetite is poor. Then' is a
feeling like a heavy loail on the
faoluach; sometimes a faint, all
gone sensation at the pit of the
stomach which food does not
satisfy. The eyes tire sunken,
the hands and feet become cold
and clammy: After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
after a few months it is attend-
ed with a grut•tileli-t•o101aul ex-
pect-orattion. The patient feels
Lired all the while, and sleep
does not seem to afford, any
rest. After a time lie becomes
nervous, irritable and gloomy,
and has evil forebodings. There
is a giddiness, a sort of whirl-
inn- sensation in the beat! when
rising up suddenly. The bow-
els become costive; the skin is
dry and hot at times; the blood
iwcomes thick and stitqant;
mite whites of the eyes become
tinged with yellow; the urine
IS scanty and high colored, de-
positin a sediment after stand-
ing. There is frequently a
-pitting up of the food, some-
times with a sour taste and
sometimes with g sweetish
taste; this is frequently at-
-ended with .palpitation Of the
heartt• the vulani btioomea nit-
enred, with spots IrefOre tire
.1-ea; there is it feeling of great
prostration and weakness, All
of these symptoms are in turn
present. It is thought that
nearly one-third of our popu-
lation has this disease in some
of its varied forms,
It has been found that phy-
,;(-hans have mistaken the cause
of this disease. b'otne have
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney disease, etc.,
etc., hut none of these kitalsof
treatinent have been attended
with success; for it is really
oonstipation and dyspepaia. It
is also found that Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots, or *tiler Sei-
gel's Curative Syrup, when
oroperly prepared will remove
:his disease in all its stages.
Care must be taken, however,
(t:i
fesenchuuileotolii i7g:ntline article.
IT WILI, SELL BETTER THAN
FOTT#4-




Shakes Estraet of Roots or
ieigel's Syrup that she says
she would rather be without
part of her food than w;thout
the medicine. It has sfutie her
inore oval than the doctors and
thl other me Reines !nit to,.. t her.
I would rids twenty miles to
get it into the bands of any suf-
ferer if he can get it in no other
way. I believe it will soon sell in
this State better than cotton.
TESTIMONY FROM TEXAS.
Mrs. S.E. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Csi, Mo., writes that
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepsia and disease of the
urinary organs and was cured
by 411aker Extracp of Roots.
Rev. J, J. McGuite, merchant,
of the same place,. who sold
MN, B;1114)II the tinidicine, Nays
he has sold it for four year*
and clever knew it to fail.
SHE w.ts si.NtosT DEAD
I was so low with dyspep-
sia that there was not a phy-
sician to be found who could
do anythitig with tne. I bad
fluttering of the heart and
swinuning of the heal. One
dal, I reatl yoi pat iiphlet called
"Lite A haw!' the Shakers,"
which described my disease
better than I could myself. I
tried the Shaker Extract of
Roots and k pt on with it until
to-day I rejoiee in good health.
Mrs. M. E. Tinsley-, Bevier,
M uhlynburg Co„ K y,
For sale by all Ihliggista, ox
address the proprietor, A. J.
White, Limited, 04 Warren
St., New York. _
'Flue minister in a Minnesota church
recently brought tne services to a close
on Stitioley morning, because he had to
referee a cock fight in the cellars of a
fare bank run by one of his &cone. As
ite hatl eight miles to drive and must
be there by noon he gave out the doxol-
ogy at 11 o'elock.
A W•man's Discovery.
"Another wonderful discovery has
been made anti that too by a lady in this
county. Disease fastened its clutches
upon her and for seven years she with-
stood its severest tests, but her vital or-
gans were uridertnined arid death seem-
ed imminetit. For three months she
coughed incessantly end could not sleep.
S.oe bought of its a bottle of Dr. King's
New Diacovery for Consumption and
was S0 much relieved on telling first
dose that sloe slept all night and with
one bottle has been miraculously cured
Her name Is Mrs. Luther Lutz." Thug
write W. C. limns-Irk et Co., of Shelby,
N. U.-at Merry B. Garner's City Phar-
macy 50 cents and a $1.00 per bottle.
A peddler of -patent,clainp, non
- .1.• - -- •
sew-
able buttons for batchelors" blundered
upon a bachelor's club in Albany, Mo.,
the other day and quickly got rid of his
entire stock. The prospect for a good
leap-year crop in that town, it would
Wein, is not very glittering.
-ow.*
Of the good things of t,,,j3
If. are eerrowtully let
alone on account of Dyspepsia. Acker 's
Dyspepsie Tablet. will cure Dynieiwia,
;10sladilugesveti gonuarand anteeCoapitt 
2,3 and
ti; bya
II. 11. Garner, Hopkinaville, Ky.
A squaw living near Miteliell, D. T.,
who evidently possesses ;some of the
characteristics of her pale-face sister,
the very suggestive name of " Woman-
w lio.goes-ou t.of- the- bourse-11 se • times."
The Verdict Unanimous.
W. D. Stilt, Druggist, Hippos, Ind.,
testifies: "I can recommend Electric
Bitters as the very best remedy. Every
bottle sold lia.a given relief in every case.
one man took six bottles, and was cur-
ed of Rheurnatiem of 10 years' stand-
ing." Abraham Hare, druggist, Bell-
ewe, Ohio, affirms: "The best gelling
medicine I have ever handled in my 20
years' experience, is Electric Bitters."
Thousands of others have added their
teetimorry, so that the verdict is unani-
mous that Electric Bitters do cure all
diseases of the Liver, Kidneys or Blood.
Only a half dollar a bottle at Harry B.
Garner's City Pharmacy.
Crofton News.
tacirros, Ky, Feb. 23.-Somewhat-,---
of a spit ited rivalry axoets with ousr
grist. titill inen. Competition Is the lile
oh ausi Mewl.
U rode Jacob Woodeom hits been quilts-
Pith for several dayi hi our town.
leaigh Duunibloo little fellow eat down
In a vessel of hot water a few days rico,
scalding itself severely.
A. I.. Marshal willlt live Empire April
let, for Erin, Tenn., !Irving accepted a
poaltion as aneemaii With Harris et Mu-
tile at that point.
Boyd, the Kelly Station
lobe& coiner, wee exanotsdrog the totoiseco
purchmeed anti shaking hands generally
here to-day.
W. A. M. Brewer has just received
la° worn bounty stud al rears of pay
as a tits miter of o A. 3rd Kentucky
Cavalry, e hich has been denied him on
some red-tate principle until now.
Ernest, little eon of W, H. Sizemore,
Is quite ill with pnetimmoia.
Empire has lately been Incorporated
and the snualicipal authorities are busily
engaged lit formulating needful °tilt-
Belied) for the government stud regula-
Doe tot the town.
From the amount of seed sold here it
would indicate wore then an average
acreage (foals will be sown this season
hti north Christian.
- -
Cm:otitis, Ky., Feb. ite-Mrs. Webb,
wile of W White Webb, died at Empire
Friday night.
I understand that the Baptists and
Chrletialiii W111 each Wild a church here
during the coming summer.
A little infant of Grundy Crick's, of
Stuart precinct, died Friday.
Gen. A. M. Stout, of Chicago, has
been corresponditig with some of hill
old comrades here with& view of writing
a history of hie old regiment, the Seven-
teenth Kentucky infantry. Company
G of that reginsent was made up of sol-
diers from this county amid those who
would like to encourage the matter can
correspond with their old commander
at Chicago.
Joins Campling 1118 801.1 his farm near
the Hopkins line to Sherman 'ferry and
will move to the Ell place, which he has
bought, near Danl. McKnight's.
Woe Rowe has bought • town lot ad-
joining htis lather's residence from A.
B. Croft.
This town can probably originate
more rumors of weddings with fewer to
materialize themt. any town south of
Madigonville.
A cyclone struck our town Friday
night. It Was shipped front Hendersou
in a jug and demoralized four or five
gentlemen who have heretofore tuanis
(Weal 1111 trepidation on such ooeasions.
C A. H.
When constipates], take a dose of Lax-
ador. 'l'o suffer from liver disease when
so cheap and sure a remedy as Laxmlor
call be had, Is an actual crime against
one's own health. Price only 25 cents.
It is ha d %sok for the baby to cut
teeth, and it should be assisted by the
use of Dr. Bull's Baby Syrup which will
cool the inflamed gums.
The "enchanted rock," In the San
Saba (Texas) valley, rises 200 feet from
the plain, anti can be seen for a distance
of several miles. In the moonlight it
pregelite a striking resemblance to an
immemse castle with its many windows
brilliantly lighted, this effect being
caused by the reflection of the moon's
rays from tomorrows polielted surfacea of
quarts and pyrites of oopper. The
Commandoes believe it to be one of the
abodes of the Great Spirit, and rega-d
it with inueli reverence.
The Dudes Knew It.
Or if they don't they should know that
Rangeni Root Liniment cured Big Head
in mules for FT. E. Hunt, of Adairriville,
Ky. .1. H. Mallory, of Fort's station,
Tenn , cured his hogs of blind staggers
with R. In fact this King of Liniments
Is invaluable for man and beast, anti no
family should be without It. sold by
all druggists.
The pastor of the Methodist church in
Wellington, Kag., laid down the gospel
the other Sunday a little too plainly to
suit some of lois hearers, and fifty or
more of them got up and left. "Let us
arise and sing 'Pruige God from whom
all bleggingg how," calmly added the
unruffled preedier.
Al 0 ‘-‘)N, 
Lung
2rifie Listeliasaeny 71101-041u 
have
tl or
a Cough or Cold, or tho children are
threatened with Croup or Whooping Cough.
use Acker's English Remedy and prevent
further trouble. It is a positive cum,
and we guarantee it. _ Prke 10 and 50:




the people pay about one million &lol-
ling a day for amusements. Tide is ex-
clusive of the Sant Jones meetings, but
does inchule many performances which
should properly be classed under the
head of tortures.
The March Wails Sevi Will Blow.
With hopes of spring weather soon
coining, thoughts turn to more favored
elituestlown south, and the 214th grand
monthly and the extraordinary qoar-
terly drawing of The Louisiana State
Lottery at New Orleans, on Tuesday,
(always Tuesday ) )1nrell 13th, when
the First Capital Priv will be $300,000,
ete., etc. Any information desired can
be had on application to U. A. Dauphin,
New (Welling. I.a.
MOre [hull one Ittleillreti 111111 ietu stars
are revealed to the sight by aid of the
most powerful telescopes, and yet ma-
trorioniere get unduly excited whenever
they discover a new one.
that are fretful, peevish.
Cross, or troubled with
Windy Colic, Teething Pains, or
Stomach iffisordika, an be TerlAPC4
at once by using Adler', Baby Soother.
It contains no Opium or 'Morphine,
lienco i ,are. Price R cents. Sold by
H. B. li•aN KR, Ilopkivaville, Ky
13o.NA.es
The story comes irons London that a
barber fell asleep while AliaVing a custo..
mer and did not wake until he had com-
pleted the Joh mint the etistomer rose
from the chair to leave,
-se
I Teld los se.
Mr. E A. Ireland, of Breen, Phillips
st. co., Nashville, l'enn., says: "I was
afflicted with Piles for twenty years. Mill
trite) every remedy tuft red me; *molly
used the Ethiopian l'ile Ointment. It
gave ine ingtant relief, aad huts effected
a permanent cure." Sold by all drug-
gists.
A correspondent asks why is It that
cyclones, tornado*, etc., occur on Sun-




Thlopowder utter varies. A marvel of putt-
y. strength and wholesomenese Vore econom-
ical than the ordinary kinds, and eannot besot('
In compel Ilion with the multitude of ow test,
short weight alum or phosphate powders. Scri41
only in Cane. ROY•L B•giee Pownita 10 .155
Wall Street. N. Y.
NEVER fAll.5 To CURE
SrPATIfs(utsli.hturwis)
?9•1D ALL DISEASES of
• hi INV) BEAST •
THAT CAN FR REACHED By AN
tNalkSkt,VV.11/4‘'iici1/4 [104
C -MT S Arp? BOTTLE.
Ellim„PIAK PILE
ca'AseTpuilfrItiEgie








T• I • N .0 •
IS THE. ox/Yipirkuunt (Inv_ oN
tARIK ToRALIONnor11EHPAI,G1k
SOLD E.YERYWR E R E,-
1.40E:13Y1145 DOT NE*
RAgG rbwrifiLLETEKK
FOR SAI.E BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
WIPINECEDP.NTF.D Arra %CI II sN,
U fiver a Inc Million Ilistribt.ted!
CAPITAL PRIZE. $300,000.
L.S•L•
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY CONIP'Y
I ricorporat..1 by the Legislature in Isras. for
K.tuentionel arta haritaide purposes. and ita
franehist Made a part of tile present State Con-
'-P ti tin. t n 15I1, by au fiveralieliii mg popular
ate
II. lite Urea/ tangle Nuesher Draw-
1 nits take place monthly. and the grand guar-
teriv Draw:ego regularly every hire-, months
(March. June September and December)
We do hereby oertIfy that we superviee the
arrangements for all the Monthly and yuar-
terly Draeingo of the Goinsiana state Lot•
ter, Coin pany, Sad in person manage and con-
trol the Drawings themael lee, and that the saute
are oonducted with lioneaty, fairness*, and in
good titan toward all parties, and we authorise
the Company to ties Dais eertlikatc, with rat.
similes of our signatures attsoned. in it. &rivet-
tisernents."
censmisaiewers.
We the uudersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay all Prism' drawn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries whteh may be presented at our mes-
tere
.1. H.
Pre,. Logislassa Nwslowei Hash.
P. LANAI le,
sore.. state Natisi•at liana.
A. MALI).* IN.
Press. Sew celestas National Ilassk•
('1551. KOHN.
Pres. salon Aiaitensit Bank.
Grand Quarterly Drawing
I ti the Acitileniv of Musk, New Orleans.
"filesil•y, March IS, it,soe
CAPITAL PRIZE $300.000.
100,000 Tieketaat Twenty Dotters
each. Haltes $10; Quarters OS;
Tenth's CC Twentieths It.
1(51 51? Pill/g,
I Capital Prize of 1300,000
Grand " of 100,060
" 40.000
" of 25,000
Large Prizes of 10,000
5 " " of 5,000















100 Prises of $500 approxlm•ting to
$80( WOO Prize are 150.11011
too Prizes of $100 ap;.roximating to
sioesooe rose are 30,000
100 Prised of stril at proximsting to
050.0G0 Prtz." i rr 211,000
rittoills•L raiXelt.
LOG. Prizes of coy ileci0ed bv I 00,0(0
Prife are $100 000
1 WC Prix •f, of kiw ei dcided by 4100,0( 4/
It lie are 100,000
8.180 - prises ammialine to 11,C6.6,030
Dor .1 .1) Kat or an v fortleir information
apply Ipt he uottrfolgued. our haoilar ling
Mast he ti.ttitct awl siglature Wain More
rapid retain' mail delivery- at ill be amti.ed by
your closing an rovelope 1/4•11 ring y ii•tr lit:1 ad-
dress.
send P•e.4.11 Notes. Express Money °niers, or
New Vora Xelinufre in ordigary letter Cur-
rency by express \ at tier einem, addressee to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Geiser's, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, D. C
Add rase kti guttered Letters to
NEW GiLLS.Abli sAllIGNAL BANS,
New ()rises... La.
REITEIIIBER i Thst the ltTent'eiratig-ea;:bril
and Early, in. are in charge of the draw, togs,
is a guarantee of absolute fairness and integrity.
that the 'ha,,..... arc all egos!, and that Ito one
can pueeilda /11 a Ise as hat numbers sill draw a
Prize.
HEM lifi 61 NFU that the payment of Prizes
la fill AKAN I EEO 11111 101K NA.
TION A Bei of New (Weans, and the
Tieketo are signed lo the President of an In -
Adolfo(' , hal-ten-A rights are reCognli-
ed In (lie ( mart.: therefore. beware of
ellO Imitations or *mm 311111.1. wheelies.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
PHIWSI 1%*••.
day of the week. The religious editor, fiti 11 1'h1having ruminated upon the question,answers that the extra and prodigious •
amount of wickedness displayed on that Otters his professional *cry ieeli to the people of
day thrown nature into convolsiota,
7A-LIN
VAS rentedy is univertany wallowhged to he thu boat and mon positive no
tomer of the Litter WA DOVIVIS know
man. Dyspepsia., CosatipaUon. Oil
manes', Torpidity, fleadache,Dizzlnew
Iles. Bad Tnete, Eructations, Furr
Olga., Offeroilve Perspiration and Sal
ow Complexion all dlaapie-ar as If b
NV, wh.•ii Men-a.lin Is hut. It puriti
he bloestl, corrects all deranged functions
ringing tutu-k, hale body, rosy cheeks
nsf beos Perception, and endows th
aticnt with new life and vigor. Ills pleas
Ina Ey, Outo, Oct. 12, ISM.
Dr. R. Ti. Hartman & Co.-Gent letnen
'God bless you for Mrin-n-lln; It has don
e more good for I)  spersia than all th
Ills I have ever taken. It has regulate/
ly liver, built up my system, and no
we ter . art' or as clock-work."
J. W. LA UPON.
In the year lion I was so bad that I coul
reedy 'Walk. 1 QOM Man-a-11n, and a
ow aa healthy as I halioeVer been.
JOSEPH THOMAS, Faust Brady Pa.
Hold by all druggInts dint dealers. $1.
per bottle, at Our tam !tend for Dr. Hart
naH11.11 Gook, ''The Ills of Life;" sent free
lit. . HARTMAN ,*('ti. Columbus 0
Pe-ru-na, Man-a-lin and La-en-pa •I are sold
at Wholesale anti Retail by
H. B. GARNER, Hopkinsville, Ky.
Hopkinsville and vicinity.









They Must Go! •
Now E 112 lof Builms!
HAVING PURCHASED 'TEE
J. D. sun Stock
I will close it out at unheard of
LOW PRICES,
as I am compelled to vacate the house on March 1st.
$2.00 Kid Gloves reduced to $ 1.00.
f 1.50 Kid Gloves reduced to 85e.
$1.25 Kid Gkrves reduced to 70c.
$ 1.00 Kid Gloves reduced to t30c.
Poplins formerly 25 and 30 cents reduced to 12j and 15cts.
Cluet Bro's Linen Men's Collars only $1.00 per doz.
Dexter's Knitting Cotton 4c per Ball. Black Gro,
Grain Silk worth $ 1.50 only 85 cents per yard.
I only mention a few articles to show you how I am selling
goods. This is a chance of a life tittle,
Oscar Slaughter,





Opera Building, No. 108. #
A lare and elegant line of a 3 w
SPRINC SUITINCS !






No.?. *in Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and most elegant editlees in the
New and Complete In All Its Departments
It. B. liarner, of the old ttrm of Mali (.•rner, Who lor Wally yesna 'd the teadllIg drug trade is
Western It...ducky, having purchased Or citan's interest, la new wee proprietor of the new house. Hewill low all his experience and at:ditty to Increase. If possible. the Ingh renutetloc of the old Arm fur fandealing. comoeseeer • od relleePity, by keepteg
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
it rid •dock if the beet quality lu all departairuta of the trees, at the lowest pekes. Dregs. Paints andills tire% ory k Ind, Ito noting SHERWiN & WI LLI A Me (TULEY-ATM" Pal NM. Pawed Medicineshe beat and nowt popular in stuck.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
M Mild& lured to order iii any ouantliv. A sure and sere remedy. hric Brae. Noveltnis and Holidayoioods • specialty.
Prescriptions C, afrbot,11111,cbompoliadoti
At any 1., ur ot el ay or .
Zettri C. C. w-rrz..,"2". Galling Plailtaii ?WW1.
IT. B. GAIINVR
‘finersitsor ut Oienkslerrie r.
Chas. McKee & Co.,
-1111•1.1111D1PS
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,
•
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
•exi tr. ittia••ell••. 10.1 Stain •Ireel, Illephin•ollle, IL y
airGsso,!.. I oelivered Free to ell parts 01 the t'itc
Pure Kentucky Whisky
ft itt _
Thla 45 C1.1424 TA AA 1 IP' r- 4;> 4-% Mt.
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